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ABSTRACT 

Polymeric interconnections in electronics are used in various applications and 
consequently, they may be exposed to various environments during their life-time. 
Accelerated life tests are typically used to study their reliability in different 
environments. However, the tests are fairly time-consuming and often expensive. If 
modelling with accurate results could be utilised when studying reliability, time and 
cost savings could be achieved as the need for actual testing would decrease. In this 
study possibilities to utilise shear stress modelling in the prediction of polymeric 
interconnection reliability under humid and thermal environments were investigated.  

It was observed that if the failure mechanism of the polymeric interconnections is 
related to shear stresses, shear stress modelling can be utilised in reliability studies in 
thermal environments. For example, delamination may be one manifestation of failure 
mechanisms related to shear stress. If the materials or dimensions of polymeric 
interconnections are changed so that failure mechanisms will not change, shear stress 
modelling together with the reliability data of the initial structure can be used to 
estimate failure times and places of the new structure. On the other hand, if the failure 
mechanism of the polymeric interconnection is related to thermal expansion of the 
adhesive matrix, strain modelling which calculates the changes in thickness of an 
adhesive layer between contacts seems feasible in reliability studies. In addition it was 
observed in this study that reliability prediction of polymeric interconnections in humid 
environments is extremely difficult due to the numerous factors causing failures in 
humid environments. It was not possible to use shear stress modelling alone, as the 
factors causing failure are not only related to shear stresses. However, if shear stress 
modelling together with adhesion measurements is used, estimation of failure times in a 
constant humidity test seems to be possible.  
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1 Introduction  

Currently the trend in electronics is towards smaller and lighter devices with better 
performance and larger number of input/outputs (I/Os). At the same time better 
reliability, environmental friendliness and lower cost are also called for. [Lin08b] 
[Yim03] Isotropic conductive adhesives (ICAs), anisotropic conductive adhesives 
(ACAs) and non-conductive adhesives (NCAs) are used to achieve these goals due to 
their numerous advantages compared to traditional solder joints with underfills [Li06]. 
These polymeric interconnections enable finer pitches, lower processing temperatures, 
better environmental friendliness and reduced costs [Li06][Lin08b]. 

Use of ACAs as a replacement of solders has gained popularity in recent years 
[Lin08b]. ACAs are widely used in flip chip joints of different applications, such as 
radio frequency identification tags (RFID tags) [Ras04][Yim06]. In addition to ACAs, 
NCAs are a promising alternative to solders [Kim08a]. By using NCAs instead of 
ACAs, even finer pitches and lower costs, as well as better electrical performance are 
achieved [Kim08a][Liu99]. However, limited reliability data on polymeric 
interconnections is one of the limitations, which has inhibited the wider use of these 
materials [Liu98b][Teh04][Yim03].  

Polymeric interconnections are used in applications which may be exposed to various 
environmental conditions during their lifetime. Consequently, reliability problems may 
occur, if operation of the product degrades or fails [Lin08b]. Accelerated life tests 
(ALTs) are used to study the reliability in different environments [Jen95][Suh02]. With 
these tests statistical reliability data and information of typical failure modes and 
mechanisms are achieved significantly faster compared to testing in the products 
operating environment [Suh02]. Although the results are achieved significantly faster, 
ALTs are still fairly time-consuming and often expensive, because the test conditions 
and failure mechanisms need to correspond to those in the operating environment 
[Jen95][Suh02]. If modelling could be utilised in the prediction of reliability the results 
could be achieved more quickly. In addition, cost saving could be achieved when the 
use of models would reduce the need for testing. [Suh02] 

Modelling of polymer interconnections in ALTs is challenging due to the various 
factors which may affect the materials and material interfaces during testing. The failure 
process may be chemical, physical or mechanical [Bro99][Jen95][Tum01], and in 
practice different factors may act simultaneously [Lai96]. Nevertheless, a good 
predictive  reliability  model  should  be  simple,  suitable  for  new  applications  or  new  
environments and clearly indicate the causes and the effects [Suh02]. 

1.1 Objectives and scope of the thesis  

The object of this study was to investigate whether it is possible to use relatively simple 
shear stress models to predict reliability in thermal and humid ALTs. The aim was to 
examine if the modelling together with the reliability data of a test with one type of test 
structure could be used in prediction of reliability of slightly changed test structure or 
test. The test structures were varied by changing thicknesses of test chips and substrates, 
or using different adhesive materials. Thermal and humidity tests with constant or 
fluctuating conditions were used. Tests were varied using different profiles with 
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different temperatures and humidity levels. In addition, the shear stress models were 
used together with results of adhesion strength tests to study if modelling could be 
utilised in prediction of failures in humid environment when the deterioration of 
adhesion strength is possible to estimate. The modelling was done using finite element 
method. The predictions made on the basis of the modelling were compared to 
experimental results to estimate the validity of the models.  

1.2 Structure of the thesis 

This thesis consists of an extended summary followed by six publications. The extended 
summary is divided into five chapters, which provide relevant background information 
of the topic and present the main results. Chapter 1 gives a general introduction to the 
topic. Chapter 2 introduces polymeric interconnection technology and presents the test 
samples used in this study. Discussion about reliability and description of the test setups 
and reliability results used in this study are presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 talks 
about modelling, presents the main modelling results, and compares the results of 
modelling  to  the  experimental  results.  The  final  conclusions  and  a  summary  of  
publications are presented in Chapter 5. 
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2 Polymeric interconnections for electronics  

Adhesive attachments are an alternative to solder joints to make electrically conductive 
interconnections in electronics. Adhesive attachments can be formed with isotropic 
conductive  adhesives  (ICAs),  anisotropic  conductive  adhesives  (ACAs),  or  with  non-
conductive adhesives (NCAs). [Li06][Liu99] The use of adhesive attachments, 
especially ACAs as a replacement of solders has increased recently due to their 
advantages [Lin08a][Lin08b].   

ICAs and ACAs are composed of polymer matrix and conductive particles [Liu99]. 
Polymer matrix is an insulator which provides physical and mechanical properties, such 
as adhesion, mechanical strength and impact strength [Li05]. The function of the 
polymer matrix is to provide electrical insulation, to protect joints mechanically and to 
provide stable adhesion [Yim99]. Electrical connection between conductors is provided 
through electrically conductive particles [Li05][Lin08b]. Consequently, the electrical 
and mechanical properties are provided by two different components, which is different 
from that of solders [Li06][Lin08b]. NCAs consist solely of a polymer matrix without 
conductive particles [Liu99]. The electrical conduction in NCA joints is created by 
holding conductors physically in contact [Liu99][Teh04]. 

Use of ACAs has gained popularity in recent years and they are widely used in flip chip 
joints in various applications [Lin08b][Ras04][Yim06]. On the other hand, NCAs are a 
promising alternative to solders and also for ACAs due to their advantages, such as even 
finer pitches, lower costs, and better electrical performance [Kim08a][Liu99]. Although, 
ACA, NCA, and ICA are all polymeric electrically conductive adhesives and may be 
used in similar applications, their behaviour under environmental stresses may vary a 
lot.  The  research  in  this  work  concentrates  in  flip  chip  joints  using  ACAs  and  NCAs  
whose bonding process is similar. Therefore, the models developed in this work may be 
utilised for ACA and NCA interconnects with only minor adjustments. ICAs may also 
be used in flip chip application. However, due to their differences compared to ACA 
and NCA structures they were not studied in this work. Consequently, ICAs are 
introduced only briefly at the beginning of this chapter and later on ACAs and NCAs 
are discussed in greater detail.  

2.1 Isotropic conductive adhesives  

ICAs contain approximately 25-30 volume% of conductive particles, which is above a 
percolation threshold [Liu99][Lu08][Lu10a]. Thereby, conductive particles are in 
contact with each other and they form a conductive net between the conductors [Lew08] 
[Lu10a]. The conductive particles are distributed evenly and thus the adhesive conducts 
to all directions [Liu99][Lu08]. As ICAs typically conduct in all directions, they are 
used as solders by adding ICA only at the contact areas [Liu99]. The mechanical 
properties of the ICA are achieved by curing of the polymer matrix [Lic05]. In addition, 
underfill is generally added around the joints after bonding to improve mechanical 
support [Liu99]. An illustration of flip chip joints using ICA is shown in Figure 1. 

ICAs have typically been used as die attach adhesives, flip chip interconnections and in 
surface mount technology (SMT) applications [Li06][Lu10a][Yim08]. ICAs are an 
environmentally friendly alternative to solders and they can be used in more sensitive 
and low cost applications than solders due to the lower processing temperatures [Li06] 
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[Liu99]. However, a major drawback of ICAs compared to solders is their significantly 
lower electrical conductivity [Lu08]. Other limitations for wider use are low reliability, 
high material costs, poor mechanical impact strength, and unstable contact resistance 
with non-noble metals [Lu08][Yim08].  

 

Figure 1: An illustration of flip chip joints using ICA [Li06][Yim08]. 

Polymer matrix in ICAs may be thermoplastic or thermosetting [Liu99]. However, most 
commercial  ICAs  are  based  on  thermosetting  polymers,  such  as  epoxies  [Li06].  
Conductive particles are typically silver, gold nickel, copper or carbon particles with 
various shapes and sizes [Li06]. Silver flakes are generally used because of the high 
conductivity, maximum contact with conductors and each other and because silver 
oxide is electrically conductive [Li06][Lu08]. 

2.2 Anisotropic conductive adhesives  

ACAs may be in the form of a paste (ACP) or a film (ACF) [Lin08b][Liu05].  The 
proportion of conductive particles in ACAs is typically between 5-10 volume%, which 
is below the percolation threshold [Kri98][Lew08][Lin08a][Lin08b][Liu98a]. 
Consequently, in ACAs the conductive particles are only in sporadic contact with each 
other, and ACAs serve as insulators before bonding [Kwo06a][Lin08a]. As a result, 
ACA can be dispensed for the whole bonding area, and no additional underfill is needed 
[Liu99][Liu07]. In the bonding process, contact areas, which are covered with ACA, are 
pressed towards each other, so that some of the conductive particles are trapped 
between them. The trapped particles form electrically conductive paths between the 
bumps on chip and the pads on substrate. Consequently, after bonding ACA conducts to 
z-direction, but serves still as an insulator to the other directions. [Lin08a][Lin08b] 
Moreover, to hold the particles in their positions and to give mechanical support, the 
polymer matrix is cured under pressure in the bonding process [Kri98][Kwo06a] 
[Liu99]. An illustration of flip chip joints using ACA is shown in Figure 2.  

 

Figure 2: An illustration of flip chip joints using ACA [Li06][Lin08a]. 
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2.3 Non-conductive adhesives 

NCAs may also be in the form of paste (NCP) or film (NCF) [Cae04][Hwa09]. 
Electrical connection in NCA joints is achieved through mechanical contacts between 
bumps and pads [Liu99]. NCA left around the joints is cured to hold the contact areas in 
contact and to give mechanical support [Kri98][Liu99]. The bonding process of NCAs 
is similar to the bonding process of ACAs. NCA is also dispersed for the whole bonding 
area and the contact areas are pressed against each other so that NCA flows away from 
contacts [Liu99]. Because of the roughness of the contact surfaces, only small contact 
spots are formed in the joints when a low bonding pressure is used [Liu99][Yim08]. 
With a higher bonding pressure the number of the spots and the contact area increases 
by increasing the conductivity of the joints [Liu99][Yim08][Yu04]. Moreover, to 
increase the contact area further, stud bumps are often used in NCA attachments. These 
are ball joints used in wire bonding, but the wire has been cut right after the joint. 
Consequently, in stud bumps there is a tail which adds significant height to the bump, 
causing easier flow of adhesive and providing good metal-to-metal contact under 
pressure. [Yim03] An illustration of flip chip joints using NCA is shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: An illustration of flip chip joints using NCA [Li06][Yim08]. 

2.4 Bonding process of ACAs and NCAs 

The bonding processes of NCA and ACA attachments are similar and they have the 
same bonding steps [Hwa09]. The process steps of ACA are shown in Figure 4. First 
adhesive is dispersed on the whole bonding area of a substrate [Liu07]. Pastes can be 
printed with screen or stencil, or dispensed with syringe dispenser [Liu07][Lyo03]. Film 
type  adhesive  is  cut  to  a  piece  which  covers  the  bonding  area  and  is  then  set  on  the  
substrate by hand or pick-and-place equipment [Lyo03]. After that the film is attached 
on substrate by pre-bonding [Kok10][Lin06a]. In the pre-bonding adhesive film is 
pressed and heated with light pressure and temperature for a short time [Lin06a] 
[Yim98]. 

The next step is alignment which is illustrated in Figure 4b. The bumps on the chip are 
aligned with the pads on the substrate [Lin08a]. After that, pressure is applied on the 
back side of the chip and the chip is pressed against the substrate [Liu07]. With NCA 
the  polymer  matrix  is  squeezed  out  from the  joints  so  that  the  bumps  get  into  contact  
with the pads [Liu99]. With ACA some of the conductive particles are trapped between 
the bumps and the pads while polymer matrix is squeezed out of the joints [Lin06b] 
[Lin08b][Liu07]. This can be seen in Figure 4c.  

When high enough pressure is applied to ACA joints, soft conductive particles, such as 
metal coated polymer particles, deform [Lai96].  Deformed particles have larger 
conduction area and better reliability [Lai96][Liu07]. On the other hand if the particles 
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are hard, such as nickel particles, but the bumps or pads are soft, such as gold or copper, 
the particles penetrate inside the soft metal [Yim98]. Thereby the conduction area also 
increases, and a possible insulating metal oxide layer on top of the bump or pad will be 
penetrated [Cha00][Liu07]. 

Substrate

Substrate

Chip

a)

b)

Substrate

Chip

c) Heat and pressure

 

Figure 4: Steps of bonding process of ACA. 

After the electrical conductivity has been ensured by the mechanical contacts of the 
bumps and pads to each other or to conductive particles, the polymer matrix is cured 
under pressure [Liu07]. During curing the polymer is hardened when the energy 
supplied to the polymer initiates chemical reactions [Lin08b]. Heat, UV light and added 
catalyst are generally used curing techniques [Lin08b][Liu07]. Heat is the most 
typically used one and it was used also in this study [Lin08b]. The heat was supplied 
though the chip and substrate. During curing the polymer matrix shrinks and forms 
compressive forces to the joints [Kwo04b]. These forces exert a continuous contact 
pressure which ensures the physical and electrical contact in the joints after the bonding 
[Liu07][Teh04].  

2.4.1 Bonding parameters 
Bonding parameters have a significant effect on the quality, performance and reliability 
of the joints [Lai96][Lin08b][Liu07]. The three most important bonding parameters are 
temperature, time and pressure [Lin08b][Sep04]. Bonding temperature and time 
determines the curing degree of the adhesive, which has been observed to have a 
significant effect on electrical conductivity, adhesion and reliability of the joints [Liu07] 
[Riz05][Udd04].  
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In under-cured joints contact resistance is higher, adhesion is lower and reliability in 
humid environments is weaker [Che06][Liu07][Wan08]. On the other hand, if the 
adhesive is heated continually beyond its fully cured state or if excessive temperature is 
used, the properties will deteriorate again [Liu99][Wan08]. The adhesive may 
decompose and turn brittle [Liu99]. In addition, resistance may increase, adhesion and 
impact strength may decrease, and reliability may weaken [Lin08b][Udd04][Wan08]. 
Greater curing degree is achieved either with longer bonding time or with higher 
bonding temperature. However, longer curing time increases the process time and thus 
decreases productivity. On the other hand, if higher bonding temperature is used, it is 
possible that the polymer matrix has not enough time to flow, and the conductive 
particles have not enough time to compress between bumps and pads and deform 
properly before the polymer matrix starts to solidify. [Liu07][Rau06] In addition, at 
high temperatures cracks and voids may be formed to the adhesive material weakening 
the dielectric properties [Lin08b]. Moreover, a high temperature may be harmful in 
sensitive applications [Liu98a]. 

In ACA joints high enough pressure is required to deform particles and thereby ensure a 
proper electrical contact [Lai96][Liu07]. In NCA joints the pressure is also critical to 
ensure a stable electrical contact between bumps and pads [Hwa09]. However, high 
pressure may impair long-term reliability of the joints [Sep04]. Under too high pressure 
internal elastic stress is built up in the adhesive. On the other hand, elastic deformation 
of metals is relatively small and under high pressure this may lead to plastic 
deformation. Under use or test conditions, such as high humidity and temperature, the 
elastic stress of the adhesive may be released, and as a result gaps in the joints may be 
formed, which increases contact resistance. As the deformation caused by high pressure 
in metals is plastic, they are unable to compensate changes in polymer parts and this 
may also cause formation of gaps. [Li06][Yim99] In addition, if excessive pressure is 
applied to metal coated polymer particles of ACAs, the metal coating may peel off and 
the reliability is impaired [Yim99]. 

In addition to the magnitude of the bonding pressure, its distribution should be even to 
ensure equal conductivity and reliability of all joints [Lai96][Liu07]. Therefore, besides 
planarity  of  a  bonding  tool,  planarity  of  a  substrate,  equal  heights  of  bumps  and  
homogeneity of particle sizes are desirable [Lai96][Sep04]. In FR-4 substrates pad are 
inclined to penetrate inside the epoxy. Glass fibre hinders the penetration and therefore 
a distance of a glass fibre to a pad has a significant effect on the pressure distribution 
and reliability. [Sep04] 

2.5 Materials of ACAs and NCAs 

Both thermoplastic and thermosetting materials are used as polymer matrix of adhesives 
[Li06][Liu99]. The most significant advantage of thermoplastics is repairability of the 
joints, which is very difficult with thermosets [Lic05][Lin08b]. However, thermosetting 
materials are still the most commonly used ones because of their better strength, more 
robust bonds, chemical and corrosion resistance, and low cost [Li06][Lin08b][Liu07]. 
Generally used polymer materials of ACAs are epoxies, silicones, acrylics, 
polyurethanes, cyanate esters, and polyimides [Lic05][Lin08b]. Both ACAs and NCAs 
are typically a mixture of epoxy polymer resins [Chi01][Lew08][Yim03]. The polymers 
of NCAs insulate electricity very well and have high break-down voltage [Liu99]. 
Adhesives should form robust bonds and have good adhesion to all surfaces involved in 
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the interconnections [Kwo06a][Li06][Lyo03]. To guarantee this, cleanliness of the 
bonding surfaces before bonding process should be confirmed. 

The materials for conductive particles of ACA should also be considered when the 
adhesive for an application is selected [Li06][Lin08b]. The selection should be 
considered with a view to cost, electrical conductivity, current carrying ability, chemical 
reactivity, electromigration, corrosion and oxidation under heat and humidity conditions 
[Lin08b]. Typical materials used for conductive particles are silver (Ag), gold (Au), 
copper (Cu), nickel (Ni), aluminium (Al) and polymer particles with metal coating 
[Lew08][Li06][Lin08b]. The most widely used conductive particles are silver and 
nickel particles, and polymer particles with nickel or gold coating [Liu07]. In addition 
to the material  choices,  concentration and sizes of the conductive particles should also 
be considered in every application [Kwo06a]. The size of the particles in ACAs is 
typically 3-10 µm [Chi01][Hwa09][Kwo06a].  

In addition to conductive particles, ACAs and NCAs may contain non-conductive 
particles, such as silica [Yim03][Yim07]. They are added to improve mechanical 
properties of the adhesives, such as lowering the coefficient of thermal expansion 
(CTE), and increase Young’s modulus [Kim08b][Teh04][Yim03]. 

In this study an NCF, three ACFs and an ACP were used. They all were commercially 
available epoxy based thermosets. ACP had nickel particles of average 1.2 µm in 
diameter. Two ACFs had gold plated polymer balls as conductive particles with average 
3 µm (ACF2) and 5 µm (ACF1) in diameter. The third ACF (ACF3) had gold coated 
nickel particles of average 8 µm in diameter. The ACF (ACF1) with larger polymer 
particles and the ACF with Nickel particles contained also non-conductive silica 
particles. They were added to lower its CTE, nevertheless, they also increased their 
Young’s modulus. The size of silica particles was 0.8 m. 

2.6 Advantages of ACAs and NCAs 

Adhesives used in polymeric interconnections have numerous advantages over 
conventional  solders  with  underfills.  Furthermore,  they  are  able  to  fulfil  the  
requirements of today’s electronics packaging. The trend in electronics packaging is 
towards miniaturization and therefore small and lightweight devices with better 
performance are sought [Lin08b]. With finer pitches packaging density can be increased 
[Lew08][Li05]. ACAs and NCAs can be used in very fine pitch applications, because 
the risk of electrical shorts is small [Li06][Lu10a][Tum97b]. Especially with NCA, the 
pitch can be extremely small as it is not limited by particle size or percolation 
phenomenon [Li06][Liu99][Tsa08].  

In addition, electronics with lower cost is desired [Lew08][Yim03]. Polymeric 
interconnections can be used in more sensitive applications and with various substrates 
and components as the bonding temperature is lower than that in the soldering process 
[Kri98][Liu98a][Liu05][Lu10a][Yim03]. Consequently, low-cost components and 
substrates are also suitable [Cai08][Li06]. In addition, the bonding process of ACA and 
NCA has fewer processing steps because no underfill is needed [Liu05][Tum97b]. This 
more flexible and simpler process reduces processing costs [Li05][Li06][Liu05].  
Moreover, due to the fewer processing steps production throughput increases [Wan08]. 
NCAs are even more cost-effective than ACAs because they do not contain conductive 
particles [Hwa09][Li06][Liu99][Tsa08][Yim03].  
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Polymeric interconnections are an environmentally friendly alternative to solders 
containing lead, flux or other harmful substances [Li06][Liu99][Lu10a][Wan08]. 
Additionally, the use of adhesives increases material options for the metallization [Li06] 
[Lin08a]. Furthermore, stress on the substrates and joints is smaller [Li06][Wan08] and 
the  alignment  of  the  adhesive  is  not  so  critical  as  the  whole  bonding  area  is  covered  
with the ACA or NCA [Dob07][Kri98][Wan08].  

2.7 Limitations of ACAs and NCAs 

Although polymeric interconnections have numerous advantages, they have also some 
challenges and limitations which impedes the possibilities of using them as substitutes 
for solders in all applications [Li05][Li06]. Adhesive attachments have higher contact 
resistance, lower electrical conductivity, and more limited current-carrying capability 
than solders [Lew08][Li05][Li06][Yim99][Zho05a]. Additionally, adhesives have no 
self-alignment effect [Liu98b][Zho05a] and they have poor impact strength [Li05] 
[Li06]. Moreover, mechanical strength is lower, especially when they are exposed to 
different environments [Lew08].  

The long-term reliability of the polymeric interconnections, especially in thermal and 
humid environments, is typically not as high as with solders [Lin08b]. Electrical 
performance as well as mechanical stability may deteriorate in demanding conditions 
[Li05][Li06][Liu98b]. Furthermore, uneven bonding surfaces or bump heights may 
cause uneven electrical performance and reliability between the joints [Lai96][Lyo03]. 
Moreover,  in  the  bonding  process  of  ACAs and  NCAs,  pressure  together  with  heat  is  
needed [Lew08]. Therefore the equipment for conditional solder reflow cannot be used 
in the bonding process of ACAs and NCAs [Liu98b][Zho05a].  

2.8 Applications 

Adhesives are suitable for numerous applications such as cell phones, radios, 
computers, personal digital assistants, digital cameras, memory chips and displays 
[Li06][Liu05][Yim06]. Although these adhesives are used widely in flip chip 
attachments, they are also suitable for surface mount technology, chip scale packaging 
(CSP) and flex on printed wiring board bonding [Li06][Liu98a][Liu05][Yim06]. 
Moreover, there is potential to use them even more widely [Liu98a][Lyo03]. 

One of the most common applications for adhesives, especially for ACA joints is flat 
panel display modules [Hwa09][Kri98][Liu05][Yim06]. The adhesives fulfil the 
requirements of the display modules, such as high resolution, light weight, thin profile 
and low power consumption [Wat04][Yim06]. Adhesive attachments can be used in 
liquid crystal displays (LCDs) in flex to printed wiring board bonding, and in direct chip 
attachments such as chip on flex (COF) and chip on glass (COG) [Hwa09][Wat04] 
[Yim06]. Moreover, in plasma display panels (PDPs), and organic light-emitting diodes 
(OLED) ACAs are used to attach driver IC to glass substrate using tape carrier packages 
(TCPs)  [Yim06].  The  advantages  of  the  adhesives  compared  to  solders  in  these  
applications are low cost, fine pitch capability and low assembly temperatures [Kri98] 
[Lyo03][Wat04]. 

Polymeric interconnections are also widely used in various flip chip applications. By 
using flip chip technique instead of other bonding techniques, high joint density, low 
parasitic capacitance and inductance, and low joint resistance are achieved [Kim08b] 
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[Lau98a]. In addition, flip chip technique meets the demands of higher packaging 
density, as a result of the high electrical performance together with smaller, lighter and 
thinner package [Kim08b][Yim06]. When ACAs are used in flip chip joints instead of 
solders, lower processing temperatures, shorter processing times and lower costs are 
achieved [Li06][Yim06].  

2.8.1 Radio frequency identification 

ACAs are also suitable for high frequency applications and consequently, one 
significant application for ACA flip chip joints is radio frequency identification tags 
(RFID tags) [Ras04][Yim06]. RFID is a fast developing technology in the field of 
identification and security [Nik06][Rao05]. RFID tags can be effectively used in 
various applications [Dom07][Nat06][Rao05]. For example, they can be used to identify 
and track products during the manufacturing, distribution and shipment of a device 
[Rao05][Ras04]. Tags are used successfully in various industries, such as aeronautics, 
automotive and medicine [Dom07][Nat06].  

RFID uses radio waves in the identification of physical objects from distances up to 
several meters with passive RFID systems [Dob07]. With RFID tags it is possible to 
identify objects individually and reliably, and multiple objects can be identified 
simultaneously without human assistance. Compared to bar codes, RFID tags are more 
durable in demanding conditions and no visual connection between a reader and a tag is 
needed. [Wan06]  

A  tag  consists  of  an  antenna  which  receives  and  backscatters  radio  frequency  signals  
and a microchip which controls the operation [Dob07]. ACAs are widely used to attach 
microchips to RFID antennas with flip chip technique especially due to the low 
processing temperatures and low costs [An07][Cai08]. Low processing temperatures 
enable the use of low cost substrates commonly used in RFID tags [Cai08]. 

 
Figure 5: Components and operational principle of a passive UHF RFID system. 

[Dob07] 

An RFID system consists of a reader and a tag. The reader transmits radio wave signals 
to the tag which replies by backscattering a modulated signal which contains its 
identification code. [Wan06] Ultra high frequency (UHF) radio frequency identification 
tags operate at frequencies from 860MHz to 960MHz. Tags, which draw their operating 
energy from the radio waves emitted by a reader instead of having internal energy 
source, are called passive tags. [Dob07] The components and the operating principle of 
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a passive UHF RFID system are presented in Figure 5.  Passive UHF RFID tags suit 
numerous applications, because they are inexpensive, compact, mechanically robust, 
and their read range is several metres [Dob07]. 

2.9 Test samples 

As ACAs and NCA are commonly used in flip chip joints in various applications, flip 
chip joints were also studied here. In Publications I, IV, V and VI bare test chips were 
attached  onto  substrates.  In  Publications  II  and  III  UHF  RFID  tags  were  used  as  test  
samples. 

In Publication I six test lots with different structures were made using two different 
ACFs,  three  different  test  chips  and  four  different  FR-4  substrates.  Three  of  the  
substrates were bare FR-4 with thicknesses of 100 µm, 600 µm and 710 µm, and the 
fourth was a 710 µm thick FR-4 with a resin-coated copper foil (RCC) laminated onto 
it. The size of all three test chips was 5 mm x 5 mm and they had 69 bumps which were 
located peripherally with a pitch of 250 m. Thicknesses of the chips were 500 µm, 
480 µm and 80 µm. The chip with thickness of 500 µm had gold bumps, while the other 
two  chips  had  copper  bumps.  The  six  test  lots  with  different  combinations  of  the  
substrates, ACFs and chips are listed in Table 1.  

Table 1: Test lots with different thicknesses of chips and substrates. 

 Chip ACF Substrate 
Test lot 1 480 µm ACF3 710 µm 
Test lot 2 480 µm ACF3 100 µm 
Test lot 3 80 µm ACF3 710 µm 
Test lot 4 480 µm ACF3 710 µm + RCC 
Test lot 5 500 µm ACF2 600 µm 
Test lot 6 500 µm ACF2 100 µm 

 
In Publications IV and V flip chip joints with NCF were made using a 100 m thick FR-
4 substrate and a ceramic 635 µm thick alumina (Al2O3) substrate. The test chips were 
silicon chips with dimensions of 5 mm x 5 mm x 500 m, and they had 69 gold stud 
bumps which were located peripherally with a pitch of 250 m. 

In Publication VI flip chip joints were made using two different ACFs; ACF1 and 
ACF2. The substrate was 100 m thick FR-4 and test chips were silicon chips with 
dimensions of 5 mm x 5 mm x 500 m and they had 69 gold bumps located peripherally 
with a pitch of 250 m.  

In Publications II and III a passive UHF RFID tag was used as a test sample. Its 
microchip was attached using the ACP. The tag was manufactured on a 50 µm thick 
polyethylene terephtalate (PET) substrate and the metallisation on in was 9 µm thin 
aluminium. The tag antenna was a dipole whose length was roughly 11cm. A 
photograph of the test tag is shown in Figure 6. The microchip in the middle of the tag 
was a silicon chip with dimensions of 760 m x 760 m x 150 m. The chip had four 
gold bumps, one in each corner.  
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Figure 6: Test tag. 

The bonding parameters used in this study are listed in Tables 2 and 3. The parameters 
of  NCF  with  both  substrate  materials  and  all  three  ACFs  are  listed  in  Table  2.  They  
were chosen according to recommendations of the adhesive manufacturers. Four 
different bonding pressures were used in ACF joints in Publication I and two different 
pressures in Publication VI to examine the effect of pressure on the reliability. In 
addition, the bonding parameters of ACP joints were also varied to observe the effects 
of the changes in them on the reliability. Four different test series with different bonding 
parameters were prepared and they are listed in Table 3. They were chosen by the 
manufacturer of the RFID tags. 

Table 2: Bonding parameters of NCF with different substrates and ACFs. 

 NCF + 
Al2O3 

NCF + 
FR-4 

ACFs 

Pre-bonding    
Temp. of tool [°C] 90 90 90 
Temp. of table [°C] 70 70 70 

Heating time [s] 10 10 10 
Pressure [MPa] 1 0.5 0.5 

Bonding    
Temp. of tool [°C] 230 200 220 
Temp. of table [°C] 100 100 100 

Heating time [s] 15 25 25 
Cooling time [s] 15 15 15 
Pressure [MPa] 100 100 50, 80, 110, 140 (Publication I) 

80, 110 (Publication VI) 
 

Table 3: Bonding parameters of ACP. 

Series Temperature 
of the tool [°C] 

Temperature 
of the table [°C] 

Pressure 
[N] 

Heating 
time [s] 

A 190 170 0.75 7 
B 190 170 1.3 7 
C 200 160 0.75 7 
D 200 160 0.75 10 
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3 Reliability of ACAs and NCAs 

Inadequate reliability data on polymeric interconnections in various environments is one 
of the limitations which have inhibited the wider use of polymeric interconnections as a 
replacement for solders [Liu98b][Teh04][Wan09][Yim03]. Reliability is typically 
defined as the probability of a product to perform a required function without failure 
under given conditions for a given period of time [Jen95][Ohr98][Suh02]. The 
reliability requirements of a product depend largely on the application. The demands for 
reliability in applications in medical, military or avionic electronics are extremely high, 
as human lives may depend on the electronics. On the other hand, in consumer 
electronics electrical failures are typically bothersome and cause loss of money, but 
danger to users is unusual. [Tum01] In any case, in every application reliability needs to 
be taken into account during design and manufacture. Nowadays electronics is exposed 
to various environments during manufacturing, shipment and operation. Nevertheless, 
the reliability requirements of the products need to be fulfilled even in demanding 
conditions. [Tum01]  

3.1 Accelerated life testing 

Accelerated life test (ALTs) are generally used to study the effects of environmental 
conditions on the reliability [Jen95][Suh02]. In ALTs products are exposed to stresses 
which they are also assumed to be exposed to during their lifetime [Jen95]. However, 
the tests are accelerated by elevating stress levels thus the failures occur over a much 
shorter period of time [Bro99][Jen95][Suh02]. ALTs are used to detect possible failure 
modes and mechanisms, and to accumulate reliability statistics [Suh02]. However, if too 
harsh a test is chosen, the failure modes and mechanisms may not be the ones which 
would occur in the operating conditions of the product and the test will not illustrate the 
performance in the operating environment [Jen95][Suh02]. 

When the stresses for an ALT are chosen, the proposed application and its operational 
environment need to be well known [Tum01]. The stresses may, for example, be 
constant or varying temperature or humidity, mechanical shock or vibration, corrosive 
environment, or extreme voltages [Suh02]. In earlier studies on polymeric 
interconnections, the combined effects of thermal and humidity stresses have been 
found to be most important for the failures [Lah06][Lin08b][Lai96][Lin08b][Yim99] 
[Zho05b]. However, in some applications mechanical stresses may be the most critical 
for reliability and also merit careful consideration when reliability of polymeric 
interconnections is determined [Mor07].  

The polymer based joints are vulnerable to moisture sorption and expansion [Lin08b]. 
As the chip, metals and ceramics around the joints are not expanding as much, stress 
will be induced in the joints [Lau98b][Teh05][Yin05a][Zho05b]. Similar effect occurs 
also when polymer expands or contracts in thermal environments more than the other 
material around it [Kwo06b][Yin03]. Consequently, polymeric interconnections are 
tested typically in high temperature and humidity tests, and in temperature cycling tests 
[Cha00][Kri98][Lai96][Lin08b][Saa08][Teh04][Yim99][Yim03]. This study has also 
been limited for thermal and humidity stresses.  

In this study a constant humidity test, a humidity cycling test, constant temperature tests 
and thermal cycling tests were used. The constant humidity test was performed 
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according to standard EIA/JESD22-A101-C [Jed09a]. Temperature and relative 
humidity  were  chosen  to  be  85  °C and  85  %RH.  The  constant  humidity  test  was  used  
for NCF samples with both substrates and for the RFID tags (Publications III,  IV and 
V). The tags were tested for 2,000 hours, the NCF joints with ceramic substrate for 
2,500 hours, and the NCF joints with FR-4 substrate for 4,000 hours. 

The RFID tags in Publication III were also tested using a humidity cycling test where 
relative humidity changed from 10 %RH to 85 %RH and temperature from 25 °C to 
85 °C. Humidity level was fluctuated from 10 %RH to 85 %RH while temperature was 
kept at 85 °C. The exposure time at both humid conditions was 2 hours. The total 
cycling time was 8 hours and the cycle profile is shown in Figure 7. The transition time 
from high humidity level to low humidity level was 40 minutes, while the transition 
from the low level to high level was 3 hours and 20 minutes. The times were different 
because the temperature was dropped to room temperature for a while, when the 
humidity level was raised from the lower level to higher level. This was done to amplify 
the harshness of the test. The humidity cycling test was not based on any test standard. 
The tags were tested for 504 cycles. 
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Figure 7: Profile of a cycle in the humidity cycling test. 

Additionally, the ACP joints of RFID tags were tested using two different temperature 
cycling tests with temperatures varying from -40 °C to 85 °C and from -40 °C to 125 °C 
(Publication II). The tests were conducted according to Standard JESD22-A104D 
[Jed09b]. In both tests, the exposure time at extreme temperatures was 14 minutes and 
the transition time was 1 minute. Thus the total cycling time was 30 minutes. The tags 
were tested for 3,000 cycles in the -40 °C to 85 °C test and for 2,500 cycles in the -
40 °C to 125 °C test. The ACF joints in Publications I and VI were also tested in the -
40 °C to 125 °C test. Duration of the test for ACFs was 10,000 cycles.   

The high temperature tests were used to test the reliability of RFID tags in Publication 
II. The temperatures were the same as the upper extreme temperatures in the 
temperature cycling tests, i.e. 85°C and 125°C. The duration of the test at the 
temperature of 125°C was 3,000 hours while the duration of test at the temperature of 
85°C was 1,000 hours. 
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3.2 Test evaluation methods 

To be able to define failures, an indicator for the performance of the product and failure 
criterion needs to be defined [Ohr98]. The indicator should be a factor which describes 
the performance of the product, and it needs to be measurable [Jen95]. The failure 
criteria express the performance limits inside which the device has to perform, or 
otherwise they are deemed to have failed [Ohr98]. Both of these are heavily dependent 
on the product and the application [Jen95][Ohr98]. The selection of failure criterion 
may  have  a  significant  effect  on  the  reliability  results  and  therefore  it  is  important  to  
define it according to the application and meaning of the reliability test [Kok10][Liu07]. 
When the aim of the test is to find the root cause of failure or failure mechanisms, it is 
often beneficial to have higher failure criterion [Kok10]. 

3.2.1 Resistance 
Contact resistance describes the electrical properties of joints and is a good indicator of 
the quality and reliability of ACA and NCA joints [Cae04][Liu07][Sep04]. 
Consequently the contact resistance is widely used to monitor the reliability during 
environmental testing [Cae04][Hwa09][Kok10][Liu07][Sep04][Udd04]. Especially in 
temperature cycling tests, it is possible that the changes in contact resistance may occur 
during the test in extreme conditions but not at room temperature after testing [Hua10] 
[Sep04]. This kind of behaviour was observed in the temperature cycling tests in this 
study. Therefore a continuous real time measurement during the testing is necessary 
[Sep04]. 

Continuous real time resistance measurement was used in this study for all other test 
samples except for the RFID tags in the humidity tests. All the test chips included a 
daisy chain structure and the daisy chain resistances were measured. In daisy chain 
structure the joints are connected in series via electrical wirings in turns between 
adjacent bumps or adjacent pads. The idea of daisy chain structure is illustrated in 
Figure 8. 

 
Figure 8: Idea of daisy chain structure. 

In the real time measurements of this study, each sample was in series with a constant 
1000  resistance and there was a supply voltage over them. The voltages over samples 
were monitored and the values of measured voltages were converted into relative values 
of  resistances.  Circuit  diagram  of  the  measurement  system  is  shown  in  Figure  9.  The  
measurements were made every 20 seconds. 

Three different failure criteria in resistance measurements were used. In Publications IV 
and V open joint, in Publication II at least ten-fold increase in daisy chain resistance, 
and in Publications I and VI at least doubling of the daisy chain resistance were chosen 
as the failure limits.  
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Figure 9: Circuit diagram of real time daisy chain resistance measurement system. 

3.2.2 Adhesion 
In addition to resistance, adhesion is another important factor describing changes in the 
joints during environmental testing [Hwa09][Teh04][Udd04]. Materials with physically 
and chemically different properties are commonly combined in electronic applications 
[Tur04]. Nevertheless, the adhesion between these materials should withstand exposures 
to different environmental conditions during assembly, handling and lifetime [Tur04] 
[Udd04]. Consequently, adhesion strength is a critical parameter in polymeric 
interconnections [Udd04]. Adhesion forces hold the joint surfaces in contact and 
adhesion strength describes mechanical properties of the joints [Lic05]. Adhesion is 
caused by interactions at surfaces which may be physical, chemical, mechanical or 
frictional [Ast06].  

According to earlier studies, the adhesion of material interfaces may weaken during 
environmental testing and cause long-term failures [Lin05][Lin06a][Lin06b][Luo05] 
[Teh04][Teh05][Tur04]. In addition to the mechanical degradation of the joints, lack of 
adhesion also has an effect on the electrical properties of the joints in polymeric 
interconnections [Riz05][Tur04]. Impaired adhesion strength together with 
environmental stresses may cause delamination on bonding surfaces, cracking of the 
materials, or open joints [Luo05][Teh04][Tur04].  

Adhesion is typically tested using shear tests or pull-off tests [Hwa09][Lin06b][Luo05] 
[Teh04][Tur04]. In pull-off tests the pull force to the joints is applied vertically in z-
direction [Hwa09][Tur04]. On the other hand, in shear tests the force is applied 
horizontally on an xy-plane [Lin06b][Luo05][Teh04]. In adhesion tests of adhesive 
joints, three types of failure modes may occur. Adhesion failure indicates separation of 
joint surfaces, breakage in a bulk material is a sign of a cohesion failure, and in mixture 
failure both of these two failure modes will occur. [Lin06b]  

In  this  study,  the  effect  of  humidity  on  the  adhesion  of  NCF joints  with  two different  
substrate materials was studied in Publications IV and V. The samples were tested in the 
constant humidity test for different time periods and after testing an adhesion strength 
test was made using a shear test. In Publication IV, the adhesion strength tests for NCF 
joints with ceramic substrate were continued for 2,500 hours at intervals of 500 hours in 
the humidity test. In Publication V, the adhesion tests for NCF joints with FR-4 
substrate were conducted after 500, 2,000 and 4,000 hours. In the shear test, the 
substrate was held still while the test chip was pushed horizontally from one side. The 
pushing force needed to separate the chip from the substrate was measured. The 
operating principle of the adhesion strength test is presented in Figure 10.  
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Figure 10: Operating principle of adhesion strength test. 

3.2.3 Threshold power measurements 

When RFID tags are tested, changes in performance parameters may also be used as an 
indicator of reliability. The most important performance characteristic is read range, 
which describes the maximum distance between a reader and a tag at which the reader 
can detect the backscattered signal from the tag [Rao05][Ras04]. Theoretical read range 
can be calculated on the basis of threshold power measurements [Rao05]. Threshold 
power is the minimum transmitted power from the reader antenna to activate the tag and 
to receive a response to ID query at a certain frequency and a distance [Dob07].  

In Publication III the changes in the RFID tags during the humidity tests were observed 
by measuring the threshold power after different periods in the tests. The tags were 
tested within a frequency band from 800 MHz to 1 GHz using 1 MHz steps with 
customized RFID measurement equipment. The measurements were carried out in a 
compact measurement cabinet where the distance between the reader antenna and the 
tag was 0.45m. The gain of the measurement antenna was 8.5dBi. The threshold power 
sweeps  after  different  periods  in  humid  conditions  were  compared  to  identify  any  
significant changes in the performance parameters of the tags. The tags were deemed to 
have failed when the threshold power doubled at the optimal operating frequency. For 
the tags in the constant humidity test, the measurements were made after each 500 
hours. For the tags in the humidity cycling test, the measurements were initially 
conducted  after  every  21  cycles  until  168  cycles  was  reached.  They  were  then  
conducted after every 42 cycles until 420 cycles was reached, and finally after 84 cycles 
until 504 cycles was reached.  

3.3 Analysis of the results 

As ALTs are used to detect possible failure modes and mechanisms, and to accumulate 
reliability statistics [Suh02], failure times, modes and mechanisms need to be analysed 
after testing. Statistical methods are used in the estimation of failure times [Bro99] 
[Oco01][Jen95][Ohr98][Tum97a]. A distribution which fits the test results is sought and 
the parameters of that distribution are defined [Bro99][Tum97a]. Failure modes are 
observed as changes in the performance of the product, whereas failure mechanisms are 
the processes which cause the failures [Jen95].  

3.3.1 Statistical analysis 
After testing the failure percentages of the results of a reliability test can be plotted as a 
function of time. Although the number of samples is finite, the results may tend to be a 
continuous distribution which is called a probability density function (PDF), f(t) 
[Oco01][Ohr98]. Generally used distributions in reliability studies of electronics are 
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normal, exponential, log-normal and Weibull distributions [Jen95][Ohr98]. They all 
have different PDFs and parameters which describe the shape of a distribution [Bro99] 
[Jen95][Ohr98].  

Weibull is a versatile distribution which has been used to study the reliability of ACA 
interconnections [Kwo05][Liu02][Liu07]. It is also used in this work for statistical 
analysis of the reliability tests. PDF of a two-parametric Weibull distribution is: 

t

ettf
1

)(     (1) 

where  is a scale parameter and  is a shape parameter. The scale parameter  is a life-
point value and gives the age at which 63.2% of the test samples failed. The shape 
parameter  defines the shape of a distribution. With  < 1 the distribution has a failure 
rate that decreases over time. On the other hand, when  > 1, the failure rate of the 
distribution increases over time. With  = 1 the failure rate is constant. [Bro99][Jen95] 
[Tum97a] 

The scale and shape parameters are used to compare the reliability between different 
test series. The scale parameters are used in the comparison of failure times and the 
shape parameters describe the divergence in failure times between the test samples. 
Significant difference in shape parameters between test series may indicate different 
failure mechanisms.  

3.3.2 Failure Modes 

Failure mode is the effect in the performance of the product by which a failure is 
observed [Oco01][Jen95]. Since the resistance of polymeric interconnections is widely 
used as an indicator of performance, the changes in the resistance are interpreted as 
failure modes [Fri06b][Sep04]. In this study resistance and threshold power 
measurements were used as indicators of the performance of the samples and 
consequently, changes in these indicators were also interpreted as failure modes. Failure 
modes of electrical devices may be categorized to four classes; short circuit, open 
circuit, degraded performance and functional failure [Jen95]. In this study two types of 
these failure modes were observed; open circuit and degraded performance.  

3.3.3 Failure Mechanisms 
Different failure modes may indicate different failure mechanisms [Fri09][Sep04]. A 
failure mechanism is the process which causes the failures [Bro99][Oco01][Jen95]. The 
process may be chemical, physical or mechanical [Bro99][Jen95][Tum01]. There are 
many factors which may cause conducting failures of polymeric interconnections and in 
practice different factors may act simultaneously [Lai96]. Some of the failure 
mechanisms may be observed visually such as open joints, delamination or cracks 
[Lai96][Liu11][Teh04][Tur04]. On the other hand, adhesive joints may also fail due to 
relaxation, metal oxidation or degradation of the polymer matrix, which may be difficult 
to detect visually [Cha00][Lai96][Liu98b]. 

Different expansions of polymers compared to those of metals or ceramics in thermal or 
humid environments can cause failures in different ways. These different expansions 
may decrease the contact area or cause an open joint [Cha00][Kri98][Lai96][Teh04]. 
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They may also cause stress to the structure which may be released by cracking or 
delamination [Lai96][Lew08][Liu98b]. Additionally, differences in the expansions of 
the polymer matrix and conductive particles can cause conductive gaps to ACA joints 
[Lai96][Yim99]. The expansion of polymer matrix is more critical when ACAs with 
rigid particles instead of metal coated polymer particles are used [Sep04]. Moreover, 
mismatch in the expansion of chip and substrate may cause the structure to warp which 
may decrease the compressive forces holding the joints in contact [Kim08b][Sep04] 
[Wan08]. This mismatch may also cause shear stress into adhesive and its interfaces. 

In humidity tests delamination may also be induced due to water seepage at the material 
interfaces [Cha00]. In addition, an insulating oxide layer may be formed on the bonding 
surfaces and around the conductive particles in humidity tests [Cha00][Kri98][Lai96] 
[Liu98b][Liu07][Mub09][Yim99]. Aluminium, copper and nickel are especially  prone 
to oxidation [Cha00][Mub09][Yim99]. 

During environmental testing, relaxation may occur in the polymer matrix when the 
compressive forces, which have formed to the joints during the bonding process, are 
released [Lai96][Sep04][Teh04][Tur04]. The relaxation is more significant if the glass 
transition temperature (Tg) of the adhesive is exceeded during testing [Cha03][Kwo04a] 
[Sep04].  

Material degradation of ACA has also been found to be one reason for failures [Lai96] 
[Lin06b][Liu07]. Hygrothermal aging especially causes chemical and mechanical 
changes to epoxy based polymers, which do not recover after testing [Lin06a][Lin06b] 
[Liu98b][Mub09]. During hygrothermal aging Tg of the material decreases, hydrolysis 
may undermine the mechanical properties, plasticization may soften polymer, adhesion 
and cohesion may decrease as a function of time, and bond strength may decrease 
[Lai96][Lin06a][Lin06b][Mub09][Yim99]. Additionally, conductive particles may 
move due to expansion of the polymer matrix [Cha03]. This movement may be 
significant especially at testing temperatures above Tg temperature when the polymer 
matrix turns from hard and solid state to soft and rubbery state [Cha03][Tum01]. 
Moreover, the properties of the joints may change during testing as adhesives continue 
curing in the tests with raised temperature [Lin06a][Udd04]. 

In this study failure mechanisms and places were examined using scanning electronic 
microscope (SEM). Cross-sections of some of the failed samples were made to expose 
contacts. Additionally, in Publication III the metallization of tested RFID tags were 
examined with an optical microscope to find any cracks which may have affected on the 
performance of the tags. 

3.4 Thermal tests 

In  this  study,  comparisons  of  the  reliability  of  different  test  structures  in  the  same  
thermal test and same test structures in different thermal tests were conducted. The 
results  of  the  thermal  tests  are  presented  in  this  chapter.  Firstly  the  test  structure  was  
varied by comparing two different ACF materials in a temperature cycling test. 
Additionally, test structures with the same materials, but different thicknesses of the 
substrate and the chip were tested. Furthermore, RFID tags were tested in different 
thermal tests and the results were compared. 
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3.4.1 Comparison of ACF materials 
In Publication VI, an ACF with silica (ACF1) and an ACF without silica (ACF2) with 
two different bonding pressures were tested in a temperature cycling test where 
temperature varied from -40 °C to 125 °C. The Weibull plots for the results are shown 
in  Figure  11.  Numbers  of  failed  samples  (F),  numbers  of  censored  samples  (C),  the  
shape parameters ( ), and the scale parameters ( ) of Weibull distributions are listed in 
Table 4. When the samples with the same bonding pressures but different adhesives 
were  compared,  the  joints  with  ACF1 were  found to  be  more  reliable  than  those  with  
ACF2.  In  addition,  joints  with  both  adhesives  were  more  reliable  when  they  were  
bonded with the higher bonding pressure.  

 

Figure 11: Results of comparison of ACFs in temperature cycling test. 

Table 4: Table of statistics of comparison of ACFs in temperature cycling test. 

   F C 
ACF1, 80MPa 5.368 6,269 10 0 
ACF1, 110MPa 6.013 7,133 10 0 
ACF2, 80MPa 5.047 4,867 10 0 
ACF2, 110MPa 7.908 6,090 6 0 

 
Although the failure modes were similar, a difference was observed in the failure 
mechanisms. Delamination between bump and pad, and cracking of the substrate were 
found  in  every  test  sample  studied  with  ACF1.  Similar  cracking  of  the  substrate  was  
also  found from every  test  sample  with  ACF2.  However,  in  the  majority  of  the  failed  
test samples with ACF2 no delamination between the pad and the bump was found. It is 
likely that the delamination caused the failures in the test samples with ACF1. However, 
the reason for the failures in the test samples with ACF2 is probably the deformation of 
the adhesive matrix during testing, which eventually caused the conductive particles to 
lose contact and the joint failed. In the failure analysis it was observed that the 
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delamination causing the failures was typically found in the corner joints or in the 
nearby joints. 

3.4.2 Comparison of chip and substrate thicknesses 

In  Publication  I  the  effect  of  thicknesses  of  substrate  and  chip  on  the  reliability  were  
tested using the temperature cycling test from -40 °C to 125 °C. Six test lots with 
different structures were made using two different ACFs, three different test chips and 
four  different  FR-4  substrates.  The  six  test  lots  with  different  combinations  of  the  
substrates, ACFs and chips are listed in Table 5. Four different bonding pressures; 
50 MPa, 80 MPa, 110 MPa and 140 MPa were used in each test lot to investigate its 
effect on the reliability. 

Table 5: Test lots with different thicknesses of chips and substrates. 

 Chip ACF Substrate 
Test lot 1 480 µm ACF3 710 µm 
Test lot 2 480 µm ACF3 100 µm 
Test lot 3 80 µm ACF3 710 µm 
Test lot 4 480 µm ACF3 710 µm + RCC 
Test lot 5 500 µm ACF2 600 µm 
Test lot 6 500 µm ACF2 100 µm 

 
In the test results a clear difference was observed between the test lots. Weibull 
distribution was used to analyse the results statistically. The shape parameters ( ) of the 
different test lots with the different bonding pressures are shown in Figure 12 and the 
scale parameters ( ) in Figure 13. When the scale parameters are compared, test lot 1 
was observed to have the lowest reliability. Test lot 2, which had thinner substrate 
compared to test lot 1, had clearly improved reliability. Similarly, test lot 6 had thinner 
substrate than test lot 5, and test lot 6 was also more reliable than test lot 5. Hence, the 
thinning of the substrate was observed to improve reliability. Likewise, the thinning of 
the chip seem also to improve the reliability, as test lot 3 which had thinner chip 
compared to test lot 1, had better reliability than test lot 1. When the scale parameters of 
test lots 1 and 4 were compared, the addition of RCC layer onto the substrate also seems 
to improve the reliability. 
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Figure 12: Shape parameters ( ) of different test lots with different bonding pressures. 
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Figure 13: Scale parameters ( ) of different test lots with different bonding pressures. 

The failure modes of the samples with the three highest bonding pressures were similar. 
The increase in daisy chain resistance was generally observed at the stage of a cycle 
during temperature changes, or at the low extreme temperature. However, later the 
resistance also increased at high extreme temperature. On the other hand, in most of the 
samples with lowest bonding pressure, daisy chain resistance increased first at the high 
extreme temperature. In the failure analysis, delamination in the joints and cracking of 
the substrate were observed in most of the test samples. [Fri06a][Fri07a][Fri07b] 
Delamination  was  observed  at  the  corner  joints  or  nearby  joints.  The  location  of  the  
failure was dependent on the location of the glass fibres in the FR-4 substrate. The 
distance  of  the  glass  fibres  of  the  FR-4  substrate  to  the  surface  in  the  FR-4  substrate  
varied, and consequently the layer of epoxy between the pads and glass fibres varied 
according to the location of the pad on the substrate. When the fibres were near the 
surface, they supported the joints and improved their reliability. On the other hand, a 
thick layer of epoxy under a pad deformed during the bonding process and made such 
joints more susceptible to failures. If there was such variation in the corner areas of a 
chip, it was seen that the failures occurred in the joints near the corner having a thick 
layer of epoxy instead of at the corner joints. However, if no variation was present or if 
the corner joints had a thick layer of epoxy, failures were detected in the corner joints. 
In addition, there were also failed samples whose failure mechanism was not 
ascertained in SEM examination and it was assumed that they failed due to relaxation of 
the adhesive. 

3.4.3 Comparison of thermal tests 
In Publication II, four different test series of RFID tags with ACP were tested using two 
different temperature cycling tests and two different constant temperature tests. In the 
constant temperature tests with temperatures of 85 ºC and 125 ºC no failures were 
detected, even though the duration of the 125 ºC test was two times longer than the 
duration of the longer temperature cycling test [Saa10a]. However, in the -40 °C to 
125 °C temperature cycling test all test samples and in the -40 °C to 85 °C test most of 
the test samples failed. The Weibull plots of the results of the temperature cycling tests 
are presented in Figures 14 and 15 and the statistics is listed in Table 6.  

The results of the Weibull distributions show a clear difference between the temperature 
cycling tests [Saa10a]. The test samples in the -40 °C to 125 °C test failed significantly 
faster  than  the  test  samples  in  the  -40  °C  to  85  °C  test.  In  addition,  there  was  a  
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difference  in  the  behaviour  of  the  different  test  series.  In  the  -40  °C  to  85  °C  test  the  
samples in each test series failed quite evenly during the test. On the other hand, in the 
-40 °C to 125 °C test samples with higher bonding pressure were clearly more reliable 
than the others, as test series B had significantly higher scale parameter than the other 
test series. In addition, a clear difference in the shape parameters of the Weibull 
distributions between the tests was observed. The differences in the behaviours of test 
series and in the shape parameters may indicate different failure mechanisms between 
these two tests. 

 
Figure 14: Results of ACP joints in the temperature cycling test where the temperature 

varied between -40°C and 85°C. 

 
Figure 15: Results of ACP joints in the temperature cycling test where the temperature 

varied between -40°C and 125°C. 
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Table 6: Table of statistics of ACP joints in temperature cycling tests. 

 -40 °C to 85 °C test -40 °C to 125 °C test 
   F C   F C 

Series A 0.89 2144 10 2 2.13 170 15 0 
Series B 0.77 1634 8 4 1.48 837 16 0 
Series C 0.88 1097 13 0 1.19 147 15 0 
Series D 0.67 3171 8 5 1.32 220 14 0 

 
Different failure modes in the temperature cycling tests were observed. In the -40 °C to 
125 °C test the resistance increase was initially observed at the high temperature 
extreme. It took some time before the resistance increase was also observed at the low 
temperature extreme.  On the other hand, in the -40 °C to 85 °C test the resistance 
increased simultaneously at both temperature extremes.  

After testing the resistances of the test samples were measured again at room 
temperature. It was observed that the resistance values of the majority of the failed test 
samples had fallen below the failure limit. Thus, although the samples failed during 
testing, they were still working at room temperature after testing. This recovery made 
determination of failure mechanisms difficult. No delamination or cracks were seen in 
the test samples. However, an ACA joint may fail by many different mechanisms, 
which are typically detectable in SEM examination. In a thermal environment the ACA 
matrix expands markedly compared to the conductive particles [Lai96]. The expansion 
may push the particles away from the contacts and an open joint will form or at least the 
contact resistance will increase. If such expansion is mainly elastic, the increased 
resistance values may return close to the resistance values after testing. It is likely that 
the failures in the samples were caused by this kind of expansion and also by relaxation 
of the ACA matrix as they both may be critical mechanisms with rigid particles [Cha03] 
[Lai96]. 

3.5 Humidity tests 

In this study humidity tests were used in the reliability study in two different ways, first 
by investigating the effects of different humid environments on reliability using one 
type of test samples in two different humidity tests, and second by measuring the effect 
of long-term exposure of humidity on the adhesion of the polymeric interconnections. 
The results of the humidity tests are presented in this chapter. 

3.5.1 Comparison of humidity tests 
In addition to the comparison of the thermal tests, the effects of two different humidity 
tests on reliability were also compared. In Publication III RFID tags with four different 
bonding parameters were tested using constant humidity test and humidity cycling test, 
and  the  results  were  compared.  In  the  humidity  cycling  test  most  of  the  test  samples  
failed. The Weibull plot of the results is shown in Figure 16 and statistics of the Weibull 
distribution are listed in Table 7. Series A and D seemed to be more reliable in this kind 
of test than series B and C. In addition, there is a clear difference in the shape 
parameters between the test series, thus it is possible that test series B and C had 
different failure mechanisms from test series A and D.  
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Figure 16: Results of the humidity cycling test. 

Table 7: Table of statistics of ACP joints in humidity cycling tests. 

   F C 
Series A 7.055 401 12 4 
Series B 2.041 286 14 2 
Series C 2.139 234 14 2 
Series D 6.727 368 15 1 

 
When the results of the humidity cycling test were compared to the results of the 
constant humidity test, significant differences were observed. The tags failed faster in 
the humidity cycling test  and the effects of bonding parameters on the reliability were 
different. In the constant humidity test only four test samples failed during the 2,000 
hour test and they were from test series D [Saa10b]. The numbers of failed samples in 
the constant humidity test compared to the total number of samples in each test series 
are shown on the left in Table 8. On the right of Table 8 are the corresponding numbers 
of cycles from the humidity cycling test and also the numbers of the failed samples 
compared to the total number of samples in each test series. The corresponding numbers 
of cycles were chosen from the measurement data so as to be as close as possible to the 
hours in the constant humidity test. The testing hours in the humidity cycling test are 
shown in brackets after the numbers of the cycles. 

Different failure modes were also observed in the threshold power measurements 
between the humidity tests. In the humidity cycling test the tags failed by four different 
processes; they no longer activated at the frequency band, they activated only at the 
high frequencies with high threshold power, threshold power and optimal operating 
frequency increased significantly, or threshold power increased at optimal operating 
frequency so that the failure limit was exceeded. The first one occurred mainly in the 
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tags from test series B and C, while the last one mainly occurred in test series A and D. 
The samples in the constant humidity test failed in the two middle modes.  

Table 8: Numbers of failed samples compared to the total number of samples in the 
humidity tests. 

Constant 
humidity 

test 

Series 
A 

Series 
B 

Series 
C 

Series 
D 

Humidity 
cycling test 

Series 
A 

Series 
B 

Series 
C 

Series 
D 

1,000h 0/16 0/16 0/16 1/16 126 (1,008h) 0/16 3/16 7/16 0/16 
1,500h 0/16 0/16 0/16 3/16 168 (1,344h) 0/16 6/16 9/16 0/16 
2,000h 0/16 0/16 0/16 4/16 252 (2,016h) 1/16 10/16 11/16 1/16 

 
Continuation of the constant humidity test was not possible after 2,000 hours, because 
the material became brittle due to hydrolysis causing lack of mechanical support to 
break the structure of the tags [Fay07][Saa10b]. In the humidity cycling test the 
exposure time for the 85 %RH and 85 °C was significantly shorter and thus no similar 
effect was observed in that test. However, it is likely that some hydrolysis also occurred 
in this test. 

In the failure analysis of the humidity cycling test, cracks in the wiring of the antenna of 
the tag were observed near the chip of the tag in test series B and C. However, no 
similar failure mechanism was observed in most of the test samples from test series A 
and D. In SEM examination no obvious failure mechanism was observed. 
Consequently, it is likely that the impedance matching between the antenna and the chip 
changed due to oxidation of the pads or the conductive particles, or due to degradation 
of the polymers. According to other reliability studies of ACA joints in humid 
environments, oxidation and polymer degradation have been found to be reasons for 
failures [Lai96][Liu98b][Liu07][Mub09][Yim99]. When the bonding parameters of test 
series A and B were compared, cracks were observed in the tags with the higher 
bonding pressure. On the other hand, when the bonding parameters of test series C and 
D were compared, the cracks were observed in the tags with shorter bonding time and 
thus with lower degree of curing. As the tags from test series D were more reliable than 
the tags from test series C, a higher degree of curing seems to improve the reliability in 
this  kind  of  test.  When  the  tags  from  test  series  A  and  C  were  compared,  the  tool  
temperature in the bonding process was higher in the tags from test series C, but the 
table temperature was lower. Consequently, it is likely that the thermal gradient caused 
the differences in the behaviour of the samples in the humidity cycling test. 

3.5.2 Effect of humidity aging on adhesion of NCF joints 
According to previous studies, humidity may degrade polymers and impair the adhesion 
of polymeric interconnections [Lin06a][Lin06b][Luo05][Teh04][Tur04]. Consequently, 
in Publications IV and V, adhesion strength tests were used in addition to resistance 
measurements during constant humidity tests.   

In Publication IV, NCF was used to attach test chips to Al2O3 substrate. Test chips with 
gold stud bumps were used. The height of the stud bumps after bonding was 
approximately 35 µm. Bumps were used without further processing after the bumping 
process, so no coining was used.  
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Adhesion strength tests were conducted after every 500 testing hours for seven or eight 
samples until 2,500 hours. In addition, failures during humidity testing were monitored 
using the daisy chain resistance of the test samples. The first failure occurred after 2,000 
hours and finally seven out of the eight test samples, remaining after 2,000 hours, failed 
until test was ended after 2,500 hours. The Weibull plot of the results is shown in Figure 
17. Scale parameter of the Weibull distribution ( ) is 2,333 hours and shape parameter 
( ) 17.76. 

 
Figure 17: Results of constant humidity test for NCF joints with Al2O3 substrate. 

In the adhesion strength test the pushing forces needed to separate a test chip from a 
substrate were measured and converted into congruent shear stresses. The results of the 
adhesion  strength  tests  are  presented  in  Figure  18.  It  can  be  clearly  seen  that  the  
adhesion deteriorated during the long-term exposure to humid environment. When the 
test samples became wet at the beginning of the test, the adhesion was significantly 
impaired. Nevertheless, the deterioration continued after saturation as a function of 
time, although the decrease in shear strength was slower. After 1,500 hours there were 
technical problems in the humidity chamber and the chamber was out of order for 590 
hours. During that period the samples had time to dry. In consequence the adhesion of 
the attachments recovered remarkably. Consequently, that measurement point has been 
excluded from the analysis.  

In Publication V, NCF joints were attached onto an FR-4 substrate. Adhesion strength 
tests were conducted after 500, 2,000 and 4,000 testing hours. Daisy chain resistances 
were also monitored during testing for detection of failures. A small increase in the 
resistance was observed, but none of the samples were deemed to have failed during the 
test. Nevertheless, according to the adhesion strength measurements, it was observed 
that the adhesion decreased during testing. At the beginning of the test the adhesion 
decreased markedly, as the test samples became wet. However, with these test samples, 
too, the deterioration continued after that as a function of time. The results of adhesion 
strength tests of NCF joints with FR-4 substrate are presented in Figure 19. 
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Figure 18: Results of adhesion strength test of NCF joints with Al2O3 substrate. 
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Figure 19: Results of adhesion strength test of NCF joints with FR-4 substrate 

Joints  of  two  test  samples  with  FR-4  substrate  after  each  test  period  were  examined  
using SEM. Most of the joints were flawless and a typical joint  can be seen in Figure 
20. However, incipient delamination between bump and pad was observed in a few 
corner joints, but not in most of them. No delamination or cracks in other joints or in 
other materials and material interfaces were detected. The incipient delamination was 
occasional. It was already observed in one sample after 500 hours testing. On the other 
hand, even after 4000 hours testing there were samples without signs of delamination. 
Figure 21 shows an interface of a pad and a bump with a delamination.  

 

Figure 20: A NCF joint without signs of failure. 
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Figure 21: A delamination in the interface of the bump and the pad of a corner joint. 
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4 Shear stress modelling 

Modelling is a powerful tool for the numerical solution of a wide range of engineering 
problems [Cha02]. Using modelling, time and cost savings can be achieved if the need 
for prototyping and testing can be reduced [Ada99][Suh02]. Nevertheless, there is lack 
of effective models describing failures of polymeric interconnections in ALTs [Lin08a] 
[Liu98b]. Modelling polymer interconnections in ALTs is challenging due to the 
numerous factors which may affect the materials and material interfaces during testing. 
Furthermore, the development of good model is challenging, as it should be simple and 
suitable for new applications or new environments [Suh02].  

4.1 Finite element modelling 

Finite element method (FEM) is one of the commonly used methods in modelling 
[Mot96]. In FEM a continuous system is divided into a finite number of smaller parts, 
called elements [Cha02][Mot96][Zie94]. The elements are connected to each other via 
shared points, known as nodes [Mot96][Zie94]. In FEM analysis the problem is solved 
in each element separately. Through the shared nodes, the results of the other elements 
are taken into account and a solution for the whole system is achieved. [Mot96][Zie94]  

In this study FEM was used to model test structures in the test environments. According 
to previous studies, temperature and humidity seem to be two main factors affecting the 
reliability of polymeric interconnections [Lah06][Lai96][Lin08b][Yim99][Zho05b]. In 
thermal and humid environments polymeric materials expand and contract more than 
metals or ceramics [Lau98b][Teh05][Yin05a][Zho05b]. This mismatch causes stresses 
on the joints, and when the stresses increase above the endurability of the structure, a 
failure will occur [Kwo06b][Tum01][Zho05b]. The stresses caused by expansion and 
contraction due to changes in temperature are called thermo-mechanical stresses 
[Kwo06b][Yin03]. Conversely, hygro-mechanical stresses arise when materials absorb 
moisture [Ard03][Won02a][Zho05b]. 

According to the reliability studies of the ACA joints, shear strength seems to be a 
major factor in impairing reliability [Kwo06b][Lin08b]. During aging, shear strain may 
be induced in the joints and the shear strength of the ACA may deteriorate [Lin08b]. As 
a good predictive model should be simple and suitable for new applications and 
environments [Suh02], relatively simple shear stress models were used in this study.  

Stress and strain models have been used together with experimental testing in earlier 
reliability studies of polymeric interconnections. In those studies the modelling has been 
typically used as help in failure analysis to find factors causing failures [Cae03][Mer03] 
[Par10][Wan09][Yin05a][Yin05b][Zho05c]. In addition, it has been used to understand 
the effects of environments [Lu10b][Teh05][Tsa06][Tsa08][Yin03] and as an aid in 
analysing the experimental results [Hua10][Won02a][Yin05a][Zho05c]. Moreover, the 
modelling has been used in predicting failure mechanisms and places in a test 
environment [Wei02][Yin06]. Life-time modelling of polymeric interconnections has 
been found to be challenging, and accurate and useful model to various environments 
have not yet been achieved [Cae03][Wun08][Wun09]. The aim of this study was to 
study whether relative simple stress models can be utilised in reliability prediction of 
polymeric interconnections on the basis of the reliability information obtained from 
another reliability test.  
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Modelling consisted of three main steps; building a model, solving it and analysing the 
results  [Ada99].  In  the  building  phase  the  geometry  of  the  test  structure  was  created.  
Symmetry  was  utilised  and  only  one  quarter  of  the  test  samples  were  modelled.  After  
that the material properties for the different sections of the geometry were defined. For 
accurate modelling, accurate material properties are essential and consequently, they 
were measured in the testing conditions. Next the model was divided into elements 
using meshing. Refinement was used around the joints to be able to make the models 
mesh independent. Finally in the building step the boundary conditions were defined. In 
this study boundary conditions included defining symmetry axis, stress-free conditions 
and environmental conditions. In the next step the model was solved and in the final 
step the results were analysed by comparing them to the results of experimental testing. 
The steps of the modelling process are illustrated in Figure 22. 

 

Figure 22: Main steps of modelling [Ada99]. 

Three different types of models were used in this study. The shear stresses in thermal 
tests were calculated using thermomechanical modelling. For shear stress simulations of 
humidity tests hygro-mechanical modelling together with thermomechanical modelling 
were  used.  Moreover,  diffusion  of  moisture  in  the  test  samples  during  testing  was  
simulated  using  a  diffusion  model.  In  the  diffusion  model  the  wetness  of  the  test  
samples was solved as a function of time. In the mechanical modelling samples were 
assumed to  be  fully  saturated  and  their  temperature  was  assumed to  be  balanced  with  
the temperature of the ambient environment and therefore stresses were solved in steady 
state. The modelling was done with finite element based software Ansys. Because the 
focus was on the polymeric interconnections, only the test structures near the chip were 
modelled. Three-dimensional models were created.  

4.2 Material parameters 

For accurate modelling results material properties in the testing environment are 
required [Ada99][Cae03][Teh04][Teh05][Won02a]. In mechanical modelling Young’s 
modulus (E) and Poisson’s ratio, which describe elastic properties of materials, are 
essential [Ada99][Cha02]. In thermo-mechanical modelling the coefficient of thermal 
expansion (CTE), which describes the expansion of a material when the temperature 
changes, is needed in addition to the Young’s modulus and the Poisson’s ratio [Ada99]. 
Young’s modulus and CTE of polymers change significantly when their glass transition 
temperatures are exceeded [Har04][Kwo04b][Men08][Men09]. Therefore, the Tg 
temperatures of the polymers should also be known. 

In humidity modelling the coefficient of moisture expansion (CME) and saturated 
moisture concentration (Csat) need to be defined, in addition to the Young’s modulus 
and Poisson’s ratio [Won02a][Won02b]. CME describes the expansion of a material 
when it absorbs moisture [Fan09][Ma06][Zho05b] and Csat measures the moisture 
absorption capacity [Fan09][Fan10][Jed08]. When the diffusion of moisture is 
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modelled,  a  diffusion  coefficient  (D)  is  required  in  addition  to  Csat [Jed08][Won02a]. 
The diffusion coefficient describes how fast a material absorbs moisture [Fan09][Jed08] 
[Yoo09]. All these parameters are dependent on the temperature and relative humidity 
of the environment [Fan09][Jed08][Teh05][Wun08]. Therefore for accurate modelling 
they need to be measured in the testing environment. 

4.2.1 Thermal and mechanical parameters 

Thermal analysis (TA) is a group of techniques which are used to define connections 
between temperature and specific properties of materials [Men09]. Thermo-mechanical 
analysis (TMA) and dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) are two of these techniques 
[Kwo06b][Men09] and they were used in this study. TMA is used to measure changes 
in length or volume under static load as a function of temperature or time [Ehr04] 
[Men09]. One of its main functions is to measure CTE [Ehr04][Kwo06b][Wun09] 
[Yeo04]. In addition, it can be used to measure, for example, Young’s modulus 
[Men09].  

CTEs of ACFs in Publication VI, and CTEs of ACP and PET substrate in Publications 
II and III were measured using TMA. The CTEs were determined by measuring 
changes in the length of the samples as a function of temperature.  CTE measurements 
were made twice for each of the samples, as during the first measurement thermal 
history was excluded and thermal stresses were evened out [Ehr04][Men09]. The results 
of the second measurements were used in modelling. For the thermal modelling, the 
CTEs were calculated on the basis of the results of the TMA measurements using the 
equation:  

0ldT
dl      (2) 

where   is  CTE,  dl/l0 is  the  relative  dimensional  change  and  dT is the temperature 
change [Ehr04][Men09][Tum01]. In order to define the dimensional and temperature 
changes, a reference point for them was needed; this was chosen to be the stress-free 
temperature of a model. With each of the stress-free temperatures the reference points 
were different. 

The TMA was also used to measure the Young’s modulus of PET substrate and ACP in 
Publications II and III. Samples were exposed to increasing stress and the resulting 
strain was monitored. Young’s modulus was determined by calculating the slope of the 
stress-strain curve. Temperature was held constant in each measurement. Therefore, to 
be able to estimate the Young’s modulus as a function of temperature, the 
measurements were made separately at several temperatures. The measurement 
temperatures were chosen with intervals of a maximum 20 degrees Celsius. In the 
temperature range between the measurement points, the Young’s modulus was assumed 
to change linearly.  

DMA can also be used to measure the mechanical properties of materials [Ehr04] 
[Kwo06b][Men09][Yeo04].  In  the  analysis  the  sample  is  exposed  either  to  a  small  
cyclic strain when resultant stress is monitored or to a cyclic stress when the resulting 
strain is measured [Men09]. From the measurement results storage modulus and loss 
modulus for the material can be defined [Ehr04][Men09][Yeo04]. Storage modulus 
describes the elasticity of the material, as also does Young’s modulus, which is 
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measured under a constant load [Ehr04][Men08][Men09]. Consequently, Young’s 
modulus  can  be  approximated  to  be  the  same  as  the  storage  modulus  for  elastic  
materials [Men09]. In Publication VI DMA was used to determine Young’s moduli of 
ACFs as a function of temperature.  A cyclic stress with low frequency was applied to 
the ACF samples as a function of temperature.  In the modelling of Publication VI the 
measured storage moduli were assumed to be the same as the Young’s moduli. 

Tg temperatures of the polymer materials were also defined on the basis of the TMA and 
DMA measurements [Kwo04b][Yeo04]. The CTE of polymers increases and Young’s 
modulus decreases significantly when the Tg temperature is exceeded [Ehr04][Har04] 
[Kwo06b][Men08][Men09]. In Publication VI the Tg temperatures  of  the  ACFs  were  
defined of the results of the DMA and the TMA measurements.  In Publications II  and 
III the Tg temperatures  of  the  ACP  and  PET  were  defined  from  the  results  of  CTE  
measurements. 

Poisson’s ratio for the adhesives and the PET substrate were estimated on the basis of 
the literature [Pro11][Spe05][Teh05][Yeu98]. The values of Young’s modulus, CTE 
and Tg temperature of NCF and ACFs used in Publications I, IV and V were from their 
manufacturer. In addition, the values of Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio and CTE for 
the chip,  the bumps and the pads of every test  structures and for the ceramic substrate 
used in Publication IV were collected from the reference [Mat11]. Moreover, the 
material parameters and Tg temperature for the FR-4 substrate used in Publications I, V 
and VI were from its manufacturer. 

4.2.2 Moisture parameters 
When the relative humidity of the environment of a polymer is increased, the polymer 
starts to absorb moisture until it reaches its saturation point in that environment. 
Conversely, desorption of moisture occurs in a polymer when the relative humidity of 
the environment is decreased. Fick’s diffusion law is used to predict the diffusion of 
moisture in polymer materials [Fan09][Fan10][Zho05b]: 
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where D is the diffusion coefficient, C is moisture concentration, t is time and x, y and z 
are the dimensions of a material. Although Fick’s law describes the diffusion of most 
polymers very well, non-Fickian behaviour may need to be taken into account at high 
temperatures [Fan09]. Notably, epoxy at high temperatures may not completely follow 
Fick’s law. Nevertheless, in this work Fick’s law was utilised in the diffusion 
modelling, in which the aim was to estimate the times for the saturation of the test 
samples. It was assumed that Fick’s law was suitable for this purpose. 

The diffusion coefficient describes the diffusion rate of moisture in the material and is 
needed in diffusion modelling [Fan09][Jed08][Teh05][Won02a][Yoo09]. The diffusion 
coefficient is heavily dependent on the temperature and relative humidity of the ambient 
environment [Fan09][Jed08][Teh05]. When a pure material is exposed to an 
environment with constant temperature and relative humidity and the mass of absorbed 
moisture is measured as a function of time, the diffusion coefficient in that environment 
can be determined by fitting the measurement data into an equation which is based on 
Fick’s diffusion law [Jed08][Teh05][Zho05c]: 
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Mt is the mass of the absorbed moisture at time t, Msat the saturated mass of moisture, D 
the diffusion coefficient, and x0, y0 and z0 the dimensions of the sample.  

Saturated moisture concentration, Csat is another moisture parameter describing the 
behaviour of a material in a humid environment. Csat describes the maximum mass of 
moisture  (Msat)  which  it  can  absorb  per  a  volume  unit  (V) [Fan09][Fan10][Jed08] 
[Yoo09]:  

 
V

MC sat
sat      (6) 

It  also  depends  on  the  temperature  and  relative  humidity  of  the  ambient  environment  
[Fan09][Jed08][Teh05]. However, when the temperature is constant the relation of 
relative humidity is linear [Fan09][Yoo09]. 

When materials absorb moisture, they expand [Fan09][Ma06][Teh04][Won02a]. 
Polymers expand more than metals or ceramics and as a result stress or strain may be 
induced in the adhesive attachments [Ma06][Won02a]. The amount of expansion can be 
expressed via hygroscopic strain, h. It is the change in length ( l) compared to the 
initial length (l0) of a polymer as a result of humidity expansion [Ma06]:  

0l
l

h      (7) 

The coefficient of moisture expansion (CME), which is the material parameter 
describing the moisture expansion, can be defined on the basis of hygroscopic strain and 
saturated moisture concentration [Fan09][Fan10][Ma06][Zho05b][Zho05c]: 

 
satC

CME      (8) 

Like the other two moisture parameters, it is also dependent on the temperature and 
relative humidity of the environment [Ma06][Teh05][Zho05c]. 

In this study, moisture modelling was made for the test structures in Publications III, IV 
and V. For the modelling diffusion coefficients, saturated moisture concentrations and 
coefficients of moisture expansions for chip material, metals and FR-4 substrate were 
collected from the reference [Teh05]. The ceramic substrate in Publication IV was 
assumed to exhibit moisture behaviour similar to that of silicon and metals, and 
therefore the same moisture parameters from the reference [Teh05] were used for it. In 
Publications IV and V the moisture parameters of NCF were average values of other 
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epoxy-based NCA materials from references [Cae04][Teh04][Teh05]. Likewise for the 
test samples in Publication III, the average values of the moisture parameters of four 
epoxy-based ACAs from the reference [Teh05] were used for ACP. It was assumed that 
the average values for the adhesives would describe their behaviour in a humid 
environment with sufficient accuracy. However, for the PET substrate in Publication III 
the moisture parameters were measured. A moisture analyser was used in the definition 
of the diffusion coefficient and saturated moisture concentration when saturated test 
samples were dried in the analyser and the reduction of their mass was measured as a 
function of time. Additionally, the coefficient of moisture expansion was calculated 
from hygroscopic strain which was measured using TMA.  

All moisture parameters were defined in an environment with a temperature of 85 °C 
and a relative humidity of 85 %. This was the environment of the constant humidity test 
and one extreme condition of the humidity cycling test. To be able to simulate stresses 
in the other extreme condition of the humidity cycling test, conversion of the moisture 
parameters to the environment with temperature of 85°C and relative humidity of 10% 
was needed. As there were no changes in the temperature, it was assumed that the 
saturated moisture concentration was linearly dependent on the relative humidity 
[Fan09]. According to measurements in reference [Yoo09], the diffusion coefficient of 
ACA does not depend on the relative humidity and in addition the relative humidity has 
only a minor effect on the diffusion coefficient of FR-4. It was therefore concluded that 
the relative humidity had no influence on the diffusion coefficients of any of the 
materials used in the Publication V. Additionally, according to the studies by [Yoo09], 
CMEs of ACA and FR-4 do not seem to depend on the relative humidity if the 
temperature is constant. Therefore in this study CMEs of the materials were assumed to 
be the same under both conditions. 

4.3 Modelling process 

In thermomechanical and hygro-mechanical modelling stresses in steady state under 
thermal or hygro loads were calculated. Higher stresses were assumed to indicate lower 
reliability.  Thermal  modelling  was  done  using  a  thermal  module  of  the  software.  The  
thermal module was also used in humidity modelling via an unambiguous analogy 
between material parameters [Ard03][Fan10][Ma06][Won02a][Won02b][Zho05b]. The 
analogy of thermal and moisture parameters is shown in Table 9.  

Table 9: Temperature-Wetness analogy [Saa08][Won02a][Won02b]. 

Properties Thermal Moisture 
Field variable Tempereture, T Wetness, W 

Density  1 
Thermal conductivity k D * Csat 

Heat capacity c Csat 

Coefficient of thermal expansion  CME * Csat 
 
In finite element modelling displacements of nodes of elements are calculated using 
matrix calculation. With the help of displacements it was possible to calculate stresses 
and strains. In thermomechanical and hygro-mechanical modelling stresses are 
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calculated as a function of material matrix (D), element strain-displacement matrix (B), 
displacements (q) and thermal or hygro strains ( 0) [Cha02]: 

 0BqD     (9) 

In three-dimensional models stress has six components; three normal stresses ( x, y, z) 
and three shear stresses ( xy, yz, xz) [Cha02]: 

 T
xzyzxyzyx ,,,,,    (10) 

Thermal strain also has six components; three normal strains ( x, y, z) and three shear 
strains ( xy,  yz,  xz).  Shear  strains  are  zero,  but  normal  strains  can  be  calculated  as  a  
function of CTE ( ) and temperature change ( T) [Cha02][Mer03][Yin05a][Yin06]: 

 TT
xzyzxyzyxthermal TTT 0,0,0,,,,,,,,0  (11) 

Hygroscopic strain likewise has six components. Normal hygro-strains can be 
calculated as a function of CME ( ) and moisture concentration (C) [Mer03][Yin05a] 
[Yin06]: 

 TT
xzyzxyzyxmoisture CCC 0,0,0,,,,,,,,0  (12) 

The theory and equations behind the modelling are explained in more detail in 
references [Cha02], [Zie94] and [Mot96]. 

In the modelling of humidity tests, the effects of moisture and temperature were 
simulated separately, and to achieve the total effect of the environment they were added 
together. To obtain total strain in a structure exposed to both changed temperature and 
changed humidity, thermal strain and hygro strain are added together [Kwo06b][Lah06] 
[Yin06][Zho05c]. Thermal strain indicates expansion caused by a change in 
temperature, and hygro strain indicates expansion caused by a change in humidity. As 
the stresses in the models of this study were elastic, corresponding strain can be defined 
as a quotient of stress and Young’s modulus, and therefore the stresses could also be 
added together [Yoo09].  

To be able to calculate the stresses in the structures, the bumps and pads in the 
mechanical models were attached to each other making sliding and opening between 
them impossible. The aim of the modelling was to study the shear stresses in the joints 
during testing. Before failure the cured adhesive matrix holds the bumps and the pads in 
contact and greatly restricts movement in the joints [Kri98][Teh04]. As the object of the 
models was to describe the situation before failure, it was assumed that there would be 
no movement in the joints before this point.  

In thermo-mechanical modelling three different stress-free temperatures were used. One 
of the temperatures was room temperature of 20ºC. The contact stresses in the samples 
were assumed to be equal at this temperature. In addition, the Tg temperatures  of  the  
ACAs and the substrate of the RFID tag were also chosen as stress-free temperatures. It 
was assumed that above the Tg temperature the Young’s modulus of ACA is low 
enough to reduce the contact stresses forming in the structure. When the temperature 
falls below the Tg temperature,  the ACA changes from a soft  form to a hard form and 
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the contact stresses increase as the ACA shrinks [Kwo04b]. Thus the Tg-point of the 
adhesive was chosen to be one of the stress-free temperatures. In Publications I, IV and 
V where ACF and NCF joints were studied, room temperature was used as a stress-free 
temperature. In Publication VI where joints with two different ACFs were compared, Tg 
temperatures of the ACFs were chosen as stress-free temperatures. For the thermo-
mechanical  modelling  of  ACP  joints  in  Publications  II  and  III  all  three  stress-free  
temperatures were used and the results were compared. In hygro-mechanical modelling 
0%RH was chosen as stress-free humid condition.  

When the results were analysed, times for moisture diffusion were calculated and places 
for highest shear stresses were looked for. Highest shear stresses in all models were 
observed around corner joints. Consequently, shear stresses around the corner joints as a 
function of temperature and humidity were simulated. An example of the meshing and 
of the shear stresses in a quarter of the chip of RFID tag used in Publications II and III 
is shown in Figure 23. The joint is under the chip, in the upper right corner of the chip. 
The red areas indicate high positive shear stress values and the blue areas the high 
negative values. Positive shear stress indicates tensional shear stress and negative 
compressive shear stress. The absolute values of shear stresses are the lowest in the 
green areas.  

 

Figure 23: An example of meshing and shear stresses in the joints of the RFID tag. 

4.4 Modelling of thermal tests 

In this study, the prospects for using relatively simple shear stress modelling in the 
reliability prediction of polymeric interconnections in thermal tests were examined. Test 
structure, test materials or thermal tests were varied to see if modelling together with 
reliability data of another test or from the same test for almost similar test structure 
could be used in the prediction of reliability so that the need for testing could be 
reduced. First the materials of a test structure were varied by comparing two different 
ACF materials in a temperature cycling test. Next the thicknesses of substrate and chip 
were varied when test samples with the same materials were tested in a temperature 
cycling test.  Finally,  test  samples with the same materials and structure were tested in 
different thermal tests. In each case it was investigated if the differences between the 
test series could be estimated on the basis of modelling. The results of modelling of 
thermal tests are presented in this chapter. 
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4.4.1 Comparison of ACF materials 
In Publication VI, the prospects for utilising shear stress modelling in the prediction of 
the  reliability  of  two  different  ACFs  with  an  organic  FR-4  substrate  in  temperature  
cycling testing from -40 °C to 125 °C were examined. The shear stresses were 
calculated at different temperatures from the range of cycling test temperatures using 
thermomechanical modelling. On the basis of the modelling results, corner joints were 
assumed to be the most likely places for failures, as the highest values of shear stresses 
in the adhesive were found to be in their vicinity [Saa09]. In the failure analysis of 
experimental testing, delamination was found in the corner joints or in the nearby joints. 
Consequently the model corresponds to the experimental tests from the point of view of 
the failure place.  

The shear stresses of the samples with different ACFs in the inner face of the corner 
joints were calculated and compared as a function of time. The results are shown in 
Figure 24. The highest shear stress values with both ACFs were observed at the lowest 
temperatures. Consequently, according to the modelling, it can be assumed that the 
failures would more likely occur at lower temperatures than at higher temperatures. In 
the experimental testing, the failures occurred first at the lower extreme temperature and 
later  also  at  the  higher  extreme  temperature.  Hence  the  results  of  modelling  and  
experimental testing also seem to correspond from point of view of the failure mode.  
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Figure 24: Shear stresses near the corner junction as a function of temperature 

In the comparison of test samples with different ACFs the highest shear stresses were 
observed in the test samples with ACF2. Consequently, on the basis of the modelling, 
the  samples  with  ACF1  could  be  assumed  to  be  more  reliable  than  the  samples  with  
ACF2. Similar results were also observed in the experimental testing.  

The results of the model and the temperature cycling test corresponded. It therefore 
seems that it may be feasible to use shear stress models to rank these kinds of ACF flip 
chip joints in order of anticipated failure times in the temperature cycling test. In 
addition, it seems that shear stress modelling can be used to predict the most likely 
failure places and failure modes in this kind of test structure during temperature cycling 
testing. 

4.4.2 Comparison of chip and substrate thicknesses 

In Publication I shear stresses in test lots with different thicknesses of substrates and 
chips were modelled in the temperature cycling test from -40 °C to 125 °C. Test lots 
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with different combinations of ACFs and chip and substrate thicknesses are listed in 
Table 10. Tg temperature of ACF3 which was used in test lots 1 – 4 was exceeded 
during testing. This increased its CTE and decreased its Young’s modulus significantly. 
In the model this change was taken into account by changing the material parameters 
linearly during 20 °C around the Tg temperature. 

Table 10: Test lots with different thicknesses of chips and substrates. 

 Chip ACF Substrate 
Test lot 1 480 µm ACF3 710 µm 
Test lot 2 480 µm ACF3 100 µm 
Test lot 3 80 µm ACF3 710 µm 
Test lot 4 480 µm ACF3 710 µm + RCC 
Test lot 5 500 µm ACF2 600 µm 
Test lot 6 500 µm ACF2 100 µm 

 
The highest shear stresses in each test lot were observed in the inner faces of corner 
joints.  In  the  failure  analysis  of  the  joints  after  experimental  testing,  failures  were  
observed in corner joints or joints near them. Consequently, the actual failure places 
seemed to correspond to the prediction made on the basis of modelling. The shear 
stresses at the inner face of the corner joint as a function of temperature range of the 
cycling test were calculated for each test lot. The calculated shear stresses for test lots 
1 – 4 are shown in Figure 25 and for test lots 5 and 6 in Figure 26.  
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Figure 25: Shear stresses of test lots 1 – 4. 
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Figure 26: Shear stresses of test lots 5 and 6. 
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The results show that the thicknesses of the substrate and the chip had an effect on the 
shear stresses. When the stresses in test lots 1 and 2, and in test lots 5 and 6 were 
compared, it was seen that the samples with thicker substrates had higher stresses. 
Similarly the thickness of the chip affected the shear stresses. Due to the thinner chip in 
test lot 3, it had smaller shear stresses than those in test lot 1. Higher stresses were 
€assumed to indicate lower reliability. Hence, according to modelling, the samples with 
thinner chips and substrates are assumed to be more reliable. The results corresponded 
to the results of experimental testing which showed clearly better reliability with thinner 
chips and substrates. 

The effect of the RCC layer on top of the substrate can be seen by comparing the shear 
stresses  of  test  lots  1  and  4.  Before  the  Tg temperature of ACF3 these test lots had 
almost identical shear stresses. However, after the Tg absolute value of the shear stress 
of test lot 4 was higher. The RCC layer had higher CTE than the FR-4 substrate. 
Therefore it expanded more as a function of temperature than the chip. This caused 
higher shear stress on the joints. This behaviour was observed in the temperatures 
around the glass transition temperature of the ACF3. However, at the lower 
temperatures the stresses between test lots 1 and 4 were equal. At those temperatures the 
CTE of ACF3 was smaller than the CTE of the RCC layer. Consequently, the RCC was 
not able to expand as much it would have without any restrictions from the structure, 
and shear stress was formed inside the RCC layer instead of ACF3. According to the 
modelling, the addition of the RCC layer should decrease reliability of the test samples 
in temperature cycling test, but the difference would be quite small. However, in the 
experimental testing the results were the opposite, when the addition of the RCC layer 
improved the reliability significantly. It is possible that these two test lots underwent 
different failure mechanisms during testing. The cracking of the substrate material 
observed in the samples of test lot 1 was not observed in any of the samples from test 
series 4. The absence of these cracks could explain the difference. It is possible that the 
samples  with  RCC layer  had  different  contact  stresses  after  bonding  than  the  samples  
without the RCC. However, as in the modelling these contact stresses were assumed to 
be equal, the modelling results no longer corresponded to the results of testing.  

The highest shear stresses of each test lot were observed at the highest temperatures. 
Consequently, on the basis of modelling, the samples were assumed to fail at the upper 
extreme temperature. However, this was heavily dependent on the choice of stress-free 
temperature. Opposite results were obtained when Tg temperature of the adhesive was 
chosen as a stress-free temperature. In the experimental studies failure modes were 
dependent on the bonding pressure. With low bonding pressures, the samples failed at 
the upper extreme temperature, but with high bonding pressures in the lower extreme 
temperatures. Consequently, the failure mode cannot be predicted positively on the 
basis of this kind of modelling. In addition, it was not possible to estimate the effect of 
bonding pressure on the basis of the modelling.  

4.4.3 Comparison of thermal tests 
In  Publication  II  RFID  tags  were  tested  in  two  temperature  cycling  tests  with  
temperature ranges of -40 °C to 125 °C and -40 °C to 85 °C, and in two constant 
temperature tests with temperatures of 125 °C and 85 °C. Prospects for using shear 
stress modelling in the reliability prediction of ACA joints in different thermal tests 
were examined using the test structures and reliability results of experimental testing of 
Publication II as a reference.  
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The highest shear stresses in the ACP were seen around the joints. The shear stresses in 
the inner face of a joint were calculated at different temperatures from -40°C to 125°C, 
which is the temperature range of the wider temperature cycling test. In addition, it 
includes the temperature range of the other temperature cycling test as well as the 
temperatures of the constant temperature tests. The results with three different stress-
free temperatures are presented in Figure 27.  
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Figure 27: Shear stress with different stress-free temperatures as a function of 
temperature. 

According to the modelling the temperature cycling tests seemed to be more demanding 
than the constant temperature tests. The temperature cycling tests created higher shear 
stresses and in addition, the stresses in the cycling tests were fluctuating which may 
increase harshness even further. Consequently, according to the modelling failures can 
be assumed to occur faster in the cycling tests. Such behaviour was also observed in the 
experimental testing. 

When the shear stresses in the temperature ranges of the cycling tests were compared, 
the highest stresses were equal and there was only a small difference in the fluctuating 
range of the stresses between the tests. Thereby, according to the modelling, it was 
assumed that the test samples in the -40 °C to 125 °C test might fail slightly faster than 
the test  samples in the -40 °C to 85 °C test.  Additionally,  it  could be assumed that the 
differences in the failure times would not be remarkable. However, this was contrary to 
the experimental tests, where a significant difference in the failure times was observed. 
Moreover, in the temperature cycling test from -40 °C to 125 °C significant differences 
in failure times of test samples with different bonding parameters were observed, 
samples with higher bonding temperature being significantly more reliable than the 
others. Nevertheless, it was not possible to predict these differences on the basis of the 
modelling, as it was not possible to take into account the effects of bonding parameters 
in the simple shear stress modelling. 

Failure modes estimated on the basis of modelling did not correspond to the results of 
experimental testing either. The highest shear stresses in both temperature cycling tests 
occurred at the lower extreme temperature and thus the samples were assumed to fail at 
the lower extreme temperature. However, in the experimental testing samples failed 
commonly at higher extreme temperature. 

As  shear  stress  modelling  and  the  results  of  experimental  testing  did  not  correspond,  
this kind of modelling is not feasible in the reliability predictions of ACA joints in 
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different thermal tests. The model gives information about the rigorousness of a test and 
thereby a prediction of which test will first cause failures is possible. However, the 
failure times cannot be estimated on the basis of the failure times of the other tests. In 
addition, this indicates that the failure mechanism in the higher temperature cycling test 
is not significantly related to shear stress and the model needs to be improved.  

Typically,  in  the  bonding  process  of  ACA joints  a  thin  ACA layer  is  left  in  the  joints  
between a bump and a pad. Hence, the model was improved by adding a thin ACP layer 
to the model which made the model more accurate and allowed both sliding and 
expansion between the bump and the pad. In addition to shear, normal stress and strain 
of the adhesive layer in the joint has been found to be an important factor to maintain 
electrical connection [Kwo06b][Wan09]. The expansion is especially important as the 
ACP used in the test samples had rigid nickel particles which cannot compensate for the 
expansion of the ACP matrix [Yim98][Yin03][Yin05a]. Due to the expansion of the 
ACP matrix, the thickness of the ACP layer increases and reduces the contact area 
between conductive particles and bumps or pads [Kwo06b][Yin03][Yin05a]. As a 
result, the contact resistance increases [Kwo06b][Wan09][Yin03]. In the experimental 
testing the resistances increased during the temperature cycling tests, but recovered after 
testing. Consequently, it is possible that the thin ACP layer in the joint expanded when 
the temperature increased during testing. To take this expansion into consideration, 
normal strain in the z-direction was modelled with the modified model. Using the 
improved  model  it  was  possible  to  take  into  account  the  effects  of  different  bonding  
pressures by varying the thickness of the ACA layer in the model. In the samples from 
test series B, the layer was measured to be approximately 0.2µm while in the other 
samples with lower bonding pressure the thickness was approximately 0.3µm. The 
changes in the thickness of the ACP layer as a function of temperature were calculated 
with stress-free temperature of 20 °C and the results are shown in Figure 28. 
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Figure 28: Change in thickness of an ACP layer between bump and pad as a function of 
temperature with two different bonding pressures. 

According  to  the  results  of  the  new  model,  it  is  likely  that  the  samples  would  fail  
significantly faster in the temperature cycling test of -40 °C to 125 °C than in the -40 °C 
to 85 °C test. In addition, at a temperature of 125 °C samples with higher bonding 
pressure seem to be more reliable than the samples with lower bonding pressure. In the 
temperature range of -40 °C to 85 °C the difference between the samples with different 
bonding pressures is significantly smaller and the difference in the failure times 
between the samples with different bonding pressures can be assumed to be small. 
Moreover, on the basis of modelling the failures would be estimated to occur at the 
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higher extreme temperature. However, the difference between the extreme temperatures 
in the -40 °C to 85 °C test is not so significant, and thus it is possible that the samples 
fail at both extreme temperatures simultaneously. All these predictions made on the 
basis of the modelling corresponded to the experimental results. No difference between 
test samples with different bonding pressures were observed in -40 °C to 85 °C testing, 
but according to the modelling the difference is so small that it may not be noticeable 
because of natural divergence between test samples. 

The modelling of the changes in the thickness of the ACA layers in the joints seems to 
fit well with the results of the experimental testing. Although estimation of exact failure 
times was not possible on the basis of the model by comparing to the results of another 
thermal test, the magnitude of the times could be well predicted. In addition, the 
modelling corresponded to the assumed failure mechanism and the failure modes seem 
to fit well with the experimental data. Moreover, the differences between the bonding 
pressures observed in the experimental testing could be estimated on the basis of such 
modelling. 
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Figure 29: Changes in the thicknesses of ACA layer at extreme temperatures of 

temperature cycling tests with three different bonding pressures. 

Such modelling was done with each of the three stress-free temperatures. The changes 
in the thickness of ACA layer at extreme temperatures of the tests with each stress-free 
temperature  are  shown in  Figure  29.  Similar  types  of  results  were  achieved  with  each  
stress-free temperature. However, differences in the failure modes were observed. With 
the  other  two  stress-free  temperatures,  the  samples  in  the  -40  °C  to  85  °C  test  would  
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have failed according to modelling most probably first in the lower extreme 
temperature. However, no such behaviour was detected in the experimental testing and 
thus the model with stress-free temperature of 20°C seems to fit to the experimental 
data best. 

4.5 Modelling of humidity tests 

The prospects for using relatively simple shear stress modelling in the reliability 
prediction of polymeric interconnections under humidity tests were examined using two 
different methods. As in the thermal tests, the test samples were tested in different 
humidity tests and the prospects for using modelling together with reliability data 
obtained from another test were investigated. In addition, the potential to predict failure 
times on the basis of modelling and shear strength measurements was also examined. 
The results of the modelling of humidity tests are presented in this chapter. 

4.5.1 Comparison of humidity tests 
In  Publication  III  RFID  tags  were  tested  in  two  different  humidity  tests.  A  constant  
humidity test with temperature of 85 °C and relative humidity of 85 %, and a humidity 
cycling test with extreme conditions of 85 °C / 10 %RH and 85 °C / 85 %RH were 
used. In this study the prospects for using shear stress modelling in the reliability 
prediction of ACA joints in different humidity tests were examined.  

A diffusion model was used to calculate the times to full saturation of the test samples 
in different test conditions. According to the modelling, it took 69 minutes until the dry 
test samples were saturated exposed to the test conditions of 85 °C and 85 %RH. 
Consequently, the test samples in the humidity cycling test saturated during the 2 hours’ 
exposure time at extreme conditions of 85 °C and 85 %RH. In addition, at the extreme 
condition of 85 °C and 10 %RH the samples dried so that the wetness corresponded to 
the saturated state of that environment. Consequently, in the hygro-mechanical 
modelling, shear stresses in the test structure were modelled in the saturated states.  

Shear stresses induced by moisture and temperature were modelled with hygro-
mechanical and thermo-mechanical models and added together. The highest shear 
stresses were found to be around the joints at the height of the interface between the pad 
and the bump. Consequently, it is likely that failures will occur in this interface and the 
failure mechanism could be in the form of partial opening of the joint or delamination. 
However, in the failure analysis of the tested samples no obvious failure mechanism in 
the joints was observed even though the cross-sections of the joints had been examined.  

The absolute values of total shear stresses in the ACP on the inner face of the joints at 
the height of the interface between the pad and the bump are shown in Figure 30. The 
stresses in both extreme conditions of the humidity cycling test are presented with the 
three stress-free temperatures. According to the results, selection of the stress-free 
temperature seems to play an important role. With the two lower stress-free 
temperatures, it seems that the constant humidity test is a more rigorous test of the 
samples. Alternatively, according to the results with highest stress-free temperature, 
there does not seem to be any significant difference.  
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Figure 30: Total shear stresses in extreme conditions of humidity cycling test with three 
stress-free temperatures. 

In addition to the fluctuation of the humidity level, the humidity cycling test also 
involves decrease in the temperature. The thermal stress as a function of temperature is 
illustrated in Figure 31. With the two higher stress-free temperatures the thermal stress 
increased when the temperature decreased and thus the temperature drop in the 
humidity cycling test appeared to increase the rigorousness of the test. On the other 
hand, with the lowest stress-free temperature, the drop in the temperature appeared to 
lower the stress and thus reduced the rigorousness of the test.  
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Figure 31: Thermal shear stress as a function of temperature. 

When  the  effect  of  changing  temperature  in  the  humidity  cycling  test  was  also  taken  
into account, with the stress-free temperature of 20°C, the humidity cycling test seemed 
to  be  a  less  severe  test  than  the  constant  humidity  test.  However,  with  a  stress-free  
temperature of 113°C, the humidity cycling test seemed to be more severe than the 
constant humidity test. With a stress-free temperature of 93°C, it was hard to determine 
the order of the humidity tests. In this case the shear stress decreased significantly when 
the humidity decreased. However, the shear stress increased even more when the 
temperature decreased. According to the results of the experimental tests, the samples 
from test series B and C failed significantly faster in the humidity cycling test than in 
the constant humidity test. However, the failure mechanism in these samples was not 
observed  on  the  ACP  joints.  The  samples  from  the  other  two  test  series  failed  at  
approximately the same time in both tests. Thus the results of modelling with a stress-
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free  temperature  of  93°C  seemed  to  be  closest  to  the  results  of  experimental  testing.  
However, as the failure in the humidity cycling test for test series B and C occurred in 
the antennas of the tags instead of in the ACP joints, this kind of modelling of the ACP 
joints  does  not  describe  the  actual  failure  mechanisms.  In  addition,  with  this  kind  of  
modelling it is not possible to determine the differences in the reliability of the tags with 
different bonding parameters.  

Failures in humid environments may be caused by different factors such as expansion, 
cracking, oxidation of metal surfaces, degradation of the polymer matrix, loss of 
adhesion and cohesion, chemical reactions between water molecules and materials, and 
relaxation [Fan09][Liu11][Mub09][Teh04][Won02a][Wun09][Yin05b]. Consequently, 
it is likely that failure mechanisms of polymeric interconnections in humidity tests are 
not only related to stresses and this kind of modelling may be useless for reliability 
prediction in humid environments. 

4.5.2 Effects of humidity aging on adhesion of NCF joints 
In Publications IV and V flip chip joints with NCF were tested in a constant humidity 
test with temperature of 85 °C and relative humidity of 85 %. Two different substrate 
materials were used; FR-4 and Al2O3. The prospects for predicting failure times in a 
constant humid environment on the basis of shear strength measurements and modelling 
were examined. Shear strength measurements were made after periods in the constant 
humidity test  to measure changes in contact stresses of the joints during the testing. It  
was observed that absorption of humidity impaired the adhesion of the joints 
significantly with both substrate materials. Moreover, the decline of adhesion continued 
as a function of time in the humid environment. When the contact stresses in the joint 
weaken enough, the joint will open and fail. At this point the hygroscopic stresses, 
which are constant during the whole humidity test, exceed the contact stresses holding 
the bumps and pads in contact. Using modelling the failure limits, under which the 
adhesion should decrease until a failure occurs were calculated. When the results of 
experimental testing and modelling were combined, estimation of failure times was 
possible. 

A diffusion model was used to calculate times to full saturation of the test samples with 
both substrates. With the ceramic substrate it took 560 hours until the structure was 
saturated and with FR-4 substrate 86 hours. As the constant humidity test lasted for 
2,500 hours with the samples with ceramic substrate and 4,000 hours with the samples 
with FR-4 substrate, all samples became saturated at the beginnings of the tests. 
Consequently, the stresses in test structures were modelled in the saturated state.  

Thermo-mechanical and hygro-mechanical shear stress models were used to model the 
effects of mismatches in thermal and humid expansions. The stresses were added 
together and the highest shear stress value was chosen as failure limit. This indicates the 
stress limit under which the contact stresses must fall for a failure to occur. For the test 
samples with ceramic substrate the failure limit was 18.1 MPa and for the test structures 
with FR-4 substrate 11.7 MPa. In the adhesion measurements average contact stresses 
on the area of the chip were measured. It was assumed that the adhesion of the adhesive 
to the substrate and to the chip is quite constant as a function of place. Therefore the 
stresses calculated on the basis of adhesion measurements were compared to the failure 
limit to be able to estimate magnitude of failure time.  
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Contact stresses of the test samples with ceramic substrate exceeded its failure limit 
during the 2,500 hours testing. Therefore, the estimation of the failure time was possible 
on the basis of modelling. The degradation of contact stress values measured by shear 
strength measurements and the failure limit defined on the basis of modelling are shown 
in Figure 32 as a function of time. The measurement point of 2,000 hours differed from 
the other measurement points because of technical problems and the curve without that 
point is plotted in the Figure 32. When the measurement point of 2,000 hours is ignored, 
the failure limit is exceeded at the time point of 2,045 hours. Consequently the 
magnitude of the failure time of the test samples with ceramic substrate in the constant 
humidity test was estimated to be around 2,045 hours. In the experimental testing the 
characteristic lifetime for the test samples was 2,333 hours, which is relatively close to 
the estimated failure time. According to this study it therefore seems possible to 
estimate the magnitude of failure time for this kind of test structure in a constant 
humidity test by using information of shear strength test and modelling. 
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Figure 32: Deterioration of contact shear stresses and failure limits for the samples with 
different substrates. 

The  failure  limit  of  the  test  samples  with  FR-4  substrate  was  not  exceeded  during  the  
4,000 hours test. The changes in contact stress during testing and the failure limit are 
also presented in Figure 32. As the failure limit was not exceeded, according to the 
modelling, it was assumed that no failure would occur during testing. No failures were 
detected in the experimental testing either, therefore the results of modelling correspond 
to the results of experimental testing. When the test samples saturated at the beginning 
of  the  test,  the  drop  in  contact  shear  stress  was  fast,  but  after  that  it  slowed  down  
substantially. After saturation the decline of the contact stress seemed to be relatively 
linear. With the linear decrease of the contact stress, it would take 13,500 hours until the 
test samples with FR-4 substrate would exceed their failure limit. Consequently, the test 
samples with the thin FR-4 substrate appear to be extremely reliable in this kind on 
humid environment. 

The place with the highest shear stress was assumed to be the most likely place for 
failures. Consequently, according to the modelling, the corner joints were assumed to be 
the most likely places for failures. In the failure analysis of the test samples with FR-4 
substrate, signs of delamination were observed in a few corner joints. However, no 
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signs of failures were observed in any other joints. Consequently, the failure place 
estimated on the basis of modelling seems to correspond to the results of experimental 
testing.  
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5 Conclusions and final remarks 

Polymeric interconnections are an alternative to conventional solder joints with 
underfills. Because of their advantages polymeric interconnections can be used in 
numerous applications, and therefore in numerous environments. Nevertheless, 
reliability problems may occur, especially in demanding conditions. Accelerated life 
tests  are  typically  used  when  reliability  is  studied,  but  they  are  typically  time-
consuming. Utilisation of modelling would decrease the need for testing, and cost and 
time savings could be achieved. This study explored the prospects for using modelling 
in the prediction of reliability of ACA and NCA flip chip joints in humid and thermal 
environments. The aim was to ascertain if shear stress modelling together with 
reliability data of a test with one type of test structure could be used in the prediction of 
reliability of slightly changed test structures or different test methods.  

It  was  observed  that  prediction  of  reliability  in  a  humid  environment  is  extremely  
difficult due to numerous factors which may cause failures in humid environments. The 
failures in humid environments are not related only to stresses; polymer degradation, 
relaxation, effects of material interfaces and chemical reactions such as oxidation may 
also impair the electrical properties of the joints as well as the change properties of the 
materials.  In this work, one type of test  structure was tested in two different humidity 
tests and the results between them were compared. Shear stress modelling was used to 
predict the changes between the tests, and finally the modelling results were compared 
to the results of experimental testing. The results of modelling were strongly related to 
the selection of stress-free temperature. In addition, it was not possible to estimate 
failure mechanisms and places on the basis of the modelling. Consequently it was found 
that shear stress modelling alone is not suitable for comparison between different 
humidity tests. However, when NCF flip chip joints were tested in a constant humidity 
test and the decrease of adhesion in the humid environment was taken into account, 
failure time estimation in a constant humidity test became possible.  

In addition, it was observed that it is important to take failure mechanisms into account 
in modelling. If shear stress modelling is used, the failure mechanisms should be related 
to shear stresses. The shear stress modelling was found to correspond to the 
experimental tests fairly well when the material of ACA was changed or when the 
thicknesses of the chip or substrate were changed in thermal testing. In the failure 
analysis of these test samples signs of delamination were found, thus indicating a shear 
stress related failure mechanism [Luo05]. It therefore appears that this kind of 
modelling can be used in reliability prediction when only materials or material 
thicknesses  are  changed  and  when  the  reliability  data  of  the  first  test  structure  in  the  
same thermal test is available. Although the shear stress modelling seemed to be useful 
in the reliability prediction of slightly changed test structure, it was no longer functional 
when  test  structure  was  changed  by  adding  a  RCC  layer  on  top  of  the  substrate.  The  
addition of an RCC layer changed the failure mechanism and the shear stress modelling 
no longer described the factors causing the failures. In addition, when the thermal tests 
were varied, shear stress modelling was found to give an incorrect result, as it 
underestimated the differences in reliability between the temperature cycling tests. The 
failure mechanism of these test samples was assumed to be caused by expansion of the 
adhesive matrix and not to be related to shear stress. Nevertheless, a strain model which 
calculated the change in thickness of an adhesive layer between a bump and a pad 
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during testing corresponded to the experimental result fairly well as it was related to the 
assumed failure mechanism. 

Although the relative simple shear stress modelling seemed to be useful for the 
estimation of failure time, mode, mechanism and place for some applications, the 
calculation of accurate failure times was not possible for most of them. To obtain more 
accurate results, the modelling needs to be improved. In this study it was observed that 
material properties may change significantly during testing. Consequently, changes in 
material parameters during testing need to measured and utilised in the modelling. In 
addition, the visco-elastic behaviour of the materials needs to be taken into account. In 
this study the material behaviour was assumed to be purely elastic to ensure the 
simplicity of the models. However, as the failures occur as a function of time viscous 
characteristics may also be significant. Moreover, the effects of bonding parameters on 
the contact stresses and their material properties should also be estimated. In this study 
test samples with different bonding parameters were tested and it was observed that the 
bonding parameters had significant effects on reliability in the experimental tests. 
However, it was not possible to estimate the differences between the test samples with 
different bonding parameters using modelling. By modelling the bonding process, 
contact stresses could be calculated and possible differences in them with different 
bonding parameters could be discovered. Furthermore, if accurate life-time estimations 
without reliability data of another test structure or another test are desired, long-term 
failure mechanisms such as fatigue, creep and relaxation of an adhesive should also be 
taken into account in the modelling.  

The following paragraphs summarise the main results of the publications.  

Publication I, “Reliability of ACF interconnections on FR-4 substrates”, studied the 
effects of different thicknesses of chips and substrates on the reliability of ACF flip chip 
joints. Six test lots with two different ACFs, four different substrates and three different 
test chips were tested in a temperature cycling test. Shear stress modelling was used to 
study the differences between the test lots in a temperature cycling tests. The results of 
the modelling and the reliability tests were compared. When only the thicknesses of the 
substrate and chip were changed their effects on the reliability could be estimated on the 
basis of modelling. Consequently, shear stress modelling seems to be feasible in the 
reliability prediction of ACF joints when dimensions of test samples are changed. 
However, when an RCC layer was added on top of the substrate modelling the 
experimental  results  were  the  opposite.  The  test  samples  with  the  RCC  layer  had  a  
different failure mechanism, which may explain the discrepancy between the results. 

Publication II, “The Effects of Temperature Profile of Accelerated Temperature Cycling 
Tests  on  the  Reliability  of  ACA Joints  in  RFID Tags”,  studied  the  reliability  of  ACP 
joints of RFID tags using two constant temperature tests and two temperature cycling 
tests. The temperature cycling tests were observed to be more usable than the constant 
temperature tests. In the temperature cycling tests different failure times and modes 
were observed. In addition, tags with different bonding pressures behaved differently in 
the temperature cycling tests. In failure analysis no clear failure mechanism was 
perceived. After both tests resistances of most of the test samples recovered. 
Consequently, failures were assumed to be caused by mismatch of expansions between 
polymer matrix and conductive particles of the ACP in the joints. The mismatch caused 
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degradation of electrical contact during testing but it recovered after testing when the 
elastic expansion recovered.  

Publication III, “Effects of cycling humidity on the performance of RFID tags with 
ACA joints”, concentrated on the reliability of RFID tags in two different humidity 
tests. The tags were tested using a constant humidity test and a humidity cycling test. 
Different failure times, modes and mechanisms were observed in these tests. Failure 
times in the humidity cycling tests were significantly shorter than the failure times in 
the constant humidity test. In the constant humidity test most of the test samples failed 
due to hydrolysis, when the substrate material became brittle and the tags crumbled. In 
the humidity cycling test the failure mechanism was dependent on the bonding 
parameters. In two test series cracks in the antennas of the tags, which broke the 
electrical connection between chip and antenna, were observed. However, in the other 
two series no obvious failure mechanism was observed.  

Publication IV, “Moisture Effects on Adhesion of Non-Conductive Adhesive 
Attachments”, studied the prospects for estimating the failure times of flip chip joints 
with NCF and ceramic substrate in a constant humidity test on the basis of modelling 
and adhesion tests. Experimental testing and adhesion measurements were made. 
Adhesion was observed to decrease as a function of time during which the samples were 
exposed to the humid environment. On the basis of modelling the failure limit under 
which the adhesion should decrease a failure to occur was calculated. When the results 
of the adhesion tests and modelling were combined, the failure time for the test samples 
was predicted. When the predicted failure time was compared to the results of testing, it 
was observed that the results were nearly the same.  

Publication V, “Changes in Adhesion of Non-Conductive Adhesive Attachments during 
Humidity Test”, dealt with flip chip joints with NCF and FR-4 substrate in a constant 
humidity test. Experimental testing, adhesion measurements and modelling were 
performed. With this test structure, too, adhesion was observed to decrease as a function 
of time in the humid environment. According to the modelling the failure limit was 
calculated and on the basis of adhesion measurements, failure time was predicted. The 
predicted failure time was not exceeded during testing, nor were any failures detected in 
the experimental testing.  

Publication VI, “Shear stress modelling of ACA joints during temperature cycling 
testing”, concentrated on the reliability of flip chip joints with two different ACFs in a 
temperature cycling test. In addition, the prospects for using shear stress modelling in 
the prediction of the reliability of ACF joints when one ACF is replaced by another, was 
studied. Using modelling differences in the reliability of the joints with different ACFs 
were estimated and the result compared to those of the experimental data. The results of 
modelling  and  testing  were  observed  to  correspond.  On  the  basis  of  shear  stress  
modelling ACF flip chip joints could be ranked in order of anticipated failure times and 
likely places for failures could be estimated. 
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